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Robust Convention
Lobbying Effort Right on Time
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CHAIRMAN
PRESIDENT & CEO
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OPERATIONS

T

he Annual Convention’s record-breaking 1,300-plus turnout translated
into an aggressive “citizen lobbyist” effort on Capitol Hill to support
new water infrastructure funding mechanisms, a national energy policy
and the next surface transportation program.
The timing of the effort couldn’t have been better. The Senate is considering
a new Corps of Engineers water bill, the House is expected to vote soon on the
Keystone XL Pipeline, and the House Transportation and Infrastructure Committee is deeply immersed in paving the way for a new transportation bill.
At a Convention fundraiser for House Transportation and Infrastructure
Committee Chairman Bill Shuster, the Pennsylvania lawmaker emphasized that
all funding options were “on the table” in the reauthorization of MAP-21. However, he also noted that more work needs to be done to build public support for
greater investments in infrastructure.
The Convention also included a new international business focus highlighted by
a joint ACEC/National U.S.-Arab Chamber of Commerce program that brought
U.S. engineering firm leaders, Arab ambassadors and embassy officials together to
discuss infrastructure opportunities in the Middle East and North Africa.
The Engineering Excellence Awards (EEA) Gala had more international
attendees this year than ever before. EEA winners included Arup, which received
the 2013 Grand Conceptor Award—signifying the year’s most outstanding engineering achievement—for its design of the Kauffman Center for the Performing
Arts in Kansas City, Mo.
For complete coverage of the 2013 Engineering Excellence Awards and the
Annual Convention, see pages 8 and 25.
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KNOWS THE
LIABILITIES
OF ENGINEERS
LIKE NO
ONE ELSE.

You built your business on quality and precision. But no matter
You’ve
how well-trained or careful you or your employees are, mistakes
can and do happen. In today’s litigious society, those mistakes are
increasingly leading to lawsuits for engineering firms everywhere.
inc

TTHAT’S WHY
YOU DESERVE
OUR COVERAGE.

That’s why having the right professional liability coverage—designed
speciﬁcally for engineers—is critical to the future of your business.
As fellow engineers, the ACEC Business Insurance Trust (BIT) team
understands the unique liability risks you face every day in your
business. By working with the insurance experts at Marsh, we can help
you get the right professional liability coverage—at the right price—
for your business.
ACEC BIT Professional Liability Insurance can give you:
t
t
t
t
t

Protection from claims and lawsuits
Competitive premiums through access
to multiple markets
Comprehensive coverage
Expert legal counsel and defense
of claims and lawsuits
Loss control speciﬁc to engineering ﬁrms

GET A FREE QUOTE TODAY! Call the Marsh insurance experts:
Professional liability
coverage developed exclusively
for the needs of engineers.

The ACEC Business Insurance Trust (BIT) has authorized Marsh Inc. to make
engineer’s professional liability insurance available to member ﬁrms. Neither ACEC
nor The BIT endorses any one professional liability provider. It is the objective
of Marsh Inc. to offer a choice of providers of PLI coverage. The selection of
underwriters may change from time to time.

800.338.1391
or visit www.acecbit.com

AR Ins. Lic. #245544

CA Ins. Lic. #0633005

Brokered and/or administered by Marsh Inc., d/b/a in
CA Seabury & Smith Insurance Program Management.

MarketWatch

BY G E R RY D O N O H U E

F

or firms in the water/
wastewater market, the
projected 3 percent
annual growth in 2013 is cause
for enthusiasm.
“I’ve been in the water business for 35 years and this has
been the longest flat period I’ve
ever seen,” says Rob Andrews,
chief executive of water at
AECOM. “Indications are since
it’s not getting worse, it’s going
to get better.”
In the four years following
the 2008 global economic
crisis, the water supply market
failed to grow in three of them
(2009–2011), according to a
report by industry consultants
FMI Corp. Two of those years
saw declines, including an 11
percent drop in 2011.
Economic indicators suggest
the tide, at long last, has begun
to turn. FMI forecasts 4 percent
annual growth in 2014 and 5
percent in both 2015 and 2016.
“Water is one of those industries that we can’t do without,”
says Ralph Eberts, executive
managing director of professional services for Black &
Veatch’s global water business.
“We have to invest and continue to invest.”

Necessary Growth
“The main driver in the water
business is replacing aging
infrastructure,” says Andrews.
According to the American
Water Works Association’s
recent Buried No Longer report,
more than 1 million miles of
water and wastewater pipes run
underground in this country,
and “much of it is reaching
the end of its useful life and
approaching the age at which it
needs to be replaced.”
4
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Climate change is also affecting the industry. “We have
severe drought in some places,
like Texas and parts of California, while at the same time we
have severe flooding in others,”
explains Eberts. “The infrastructure is being stressed. Up to now
we’ve tended to react to disasters. We’ve got to address these
things before they hit us hard.”
A third factor is the expansion of the water utility’s traditional scope of service. Rather
than focus solely on treatment
and distribution, many utilities
are now involved in reclaiming
and reusing water, finding commercial uses for the nutrients
and latent energy in wastewater
and using green infrastructure
to manage stormwater, for
example.
“We see good opportunities
in helping utilities create robust
asset management plans, put
together risk plans and prioritize
where to invest their limited
amounts of money,” says Eberts.
Federal and state regulation
will also likely force significant
investment. “On the wastewater
side, many clients are still dealing with consent orders so we
expect to see a lot of activity,”
says Michael MacPhee, president of the water division for
ARCADIS U.S.

Falling Behind
The United States Conference
of Mayors recently estimated
that water and wastewater
investment needs could total as
much as $80 billion annually
for the next 20 years.
Current funding levels
are less than half that. FMI
projects the water sector will
reach $39 billion in funding

VICTORIA SNOWBER/GETTY IMAGES

Slow but Steady Increases for
Water/Wastewater Market

in 2013 and $45 billion by
2016. A gap between what is
spent and what is needed each
year pushes those costs into the
next year.
“When it comes to water,
you can only defer investment
for so long,” says Eberts. “At
some point, you have to do it.”
The federal government was
once a robust source of funding for the water industry, but
no longer. In the wastewater
sector, federal funding has
decreased by more than 90
percent since the 1980s to just
$1.4 billion in 2013. Drinking
water appropriations in 2013
totaled only $908 million.
Congress appears to have
taken note. The House is
working on extending the
Clean Water State Revolving
Fund and doubling funding
for wastewater projects to
$13.8 billion over five years.
Other legislative efforts include
the Water Infrastructure
Finance and Innovation Act,

which would provide lowinterest federal loans and loan
guarantees for water projects
and exempt water and wastewater projects from the state
volume cap on private activity
bonds.
Ratepayers will continue to
account for the largest share
of utility funding, but they are
constrained in many markets
by local politics.
“Many of the big enterprise
water authorities have full-cost
pricing, giving them the rate
structure to replace their aging
infrastructure, but there’s a
lot of resistance in the smaller
and medium-sized cities and
they are gridlocked,” says
AECOM’s Andrews.
According to a 2012 USA
Today analysis of water rates
in 100 municipalities, average
monthly bills have climbed
75 percent since 2000, but
most of that increase has come
in larger cities. In Atlanta,
for example, rates are up 233

MarketWatch
Water Sector Spending—Total Dollars and Year-to-Year Percent Change (in billions)
2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

Wastewater

25,696

24,830

26,263

23,225

23,941

24,629

25,733

27,140

28,561

% Change

3.3

-3.4

5.0

-10.9

3.1

2.9

4.5

5.5

5.2

Drinking
Water

16,752

15,471

15,305

14,015

14,258

14,470

15,301

16,020

16,788

% Change

6.0

-7.7

-1.1

-8.4

1.7

3.4

3.8

4.7

4.8

Combined

42,448

40,301

41,368

37,240

38,199

39,369

41,034

43,160

45,349

% Change

4.8

-5.1

2.65

-10.0

2.6

3.1

4.2

5.2

5.1

Source: FMI

percent and in San Francisco
211 percent, while smaller
municipalities, such as Portland, Maine (14 percent),
and Orange County, Fla. (16
percent), have not even kept
up with the annual rate of
inflation.
The reluctance to raise
rates could also affect municipalities’ ability to raise funds
through bonds. Standard &
Poor’s Ratings Services issued
a report last year that said that
“the willingness to make tough
decisions regarding rates” is
an important factor in credit
quality.
Private capital is a largely
untapped resource. In its 2012
Strategic Directions in the U.S.
Water Utility Industry report,
Black & Veatch estimated
that $200 billion in private
funding is available for water
infrastructure projects, though
it noted that “private investment in municipal water assets
is still viewed with suspicion.”
More than half of utility leaders surveyed for the report
said they had not considered
private financing.

New Opportunities
Despite these challenges,
experts say the water sector

harbors good opportunities
for engineering firms.
“The kinds of skills our
clients need is shifting,” says
ARCADIS U.S.’s MacPhee.
“They need more management consulting support.
They’re asking us to help them
make decisions about what an
upgrade program should look
like, how it should proceed
and how it should be managed. We’re partnering with
them in a way we weren’t
doing a decade ago.”
Sustainability is also
expanding the scope of work.
Black & Veatch is currently
working with a client to
extract phosphorous from the
wastewater stream for reuse as
fertilizer. “Utilities are starting to look at wastewater as a
resource,” says Eberts.
Instead of moving stormwater through a traditional
tunnel and pipe system,
officials in Detroit asked
ARCADIS U.S. to develop
a system of porous surfaces
and grassy areas. “They want
to encourage infiltration
rather than move stormwater over vast distances,” says
MacPhee.
Private clients in the
chemical and oil and gas

industries have also begun to
show interest in these innovations, says MacPhee. “This
has been an important shift
for our firm,” he says. “We’re
balancing our portfolio much
more with public and private

clients as opposed to almost
exclusively public clients.”
Gerry Donohue is ACEC’s
senior communications writer.
He can be reached at
gdonohue@acec.org.

New from David F. Evans
“With clarity and broad
understanding, the
founder of David Evans
and Associates reflects
on a half century as a
successful engineerbusinessman.
He recalls both the
trials and fun of
building the reputable
engineering firm which
bears his name, and
reveals the instincts
and insights that have
served him well.”
David A. Raymond
President, ACEC

Available in print and ebook from
AMAZON.com
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CEC submitted a statement of tax
principles to the House Committee
on Ways and Means in April, calling
for comprehensive reforms that treat C corporations and pass-through businesses—such
as S corporations and partnerships—equally.
The Council also recommended that the
tax code support innovation and the competitiveness of American firms in the global marketplace by encouraging research and develop-

Rep. Dave Camp (R-Mich.)

ment, as well as investment in new equipment
and technologies. ACEC also stressed that the
tax code should promote the development of
the nation’s critical infrastructure, including
highways, bridges, energy, transit systems,
water and wastewater.
Ways and Means will develop tax reform
legislation this year based in part on the input
it receives from stakeholder groups. The Senate Finance Committee is also analyzing tax
reform options with the goal of producing
legislation.
One tax change under consideration by
Ways and Means Committee Chairman Dave
Camp (R-Mich.) is limiting the use of the
cash method of accounting to sole proprietors
and firms with less than $10 million in revenues. ACEC has alerted the committee that
the proposal would create serious cash-flow
problems for many engineering firms if they
were required to switch to accrual accounting.
The committee has asked for additional information on this issue.
6
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P

resident Obama’s F.Y. 2014 budget proposal includes $50 billion in new
infrastructure investments and new tax revenues to reduce the deficit.
The plan would fully fund MAP-21 programs and allocate an additional $25 billion for highways, $9 billion for transit, $5 billion for passenger
rail and $3 billion for aviation infrastructure. The reauthorization of the passenger rail program would provide $40 billion over five years to improve
existing service and develop new high-speed rail corridors. To leverage
private and public sources of capital, the president would create a National
Infrastructure Bank and the America Fast Forward tax-credit bond program.
ACEC strongly backs fully funding MAP-21 and continues to support innovative financing mechanisms—including the National Infrastructure Bank—to
supplement traditional funding streams for transportation projects.
Funding for airport projects under the Airport Improvement Program is
reduced from $3.35 billion to $2.9 billion in 2014, but the budget proposes
raising the cap on Passenger Facility Charges from the current $4.50 per
ticket to $8.
The budget submission proposes cuts to federal water programs, reducing
funding for the State Revolving Fund programs by $472 million. The budget
does, however, propose lifting the cap on Private Activity Bonds for water and
sewage projects, a policy long advocated by ACEC.
The president proposes numerous tax changes, including business incentives for new investment and making permanent the tax credits for research
and development, renewable energy and energy efficiency. The package
would raise nearly $600 billion in new tax revenue through requiring households with annual incomes of more than $1 million to pay at least 30 percent
in taxes, limiting the value of tax deductions and other tax benefits for upper
income households, and raising new revenues from various business sectors.
One tax change has raised concerns among state and local governments,
including the National League of Cities, as well as ACEC and other stakeholders.
The budget proposal seeks to limit tax deductions for higher-income Americans,
which in turn will impact investments in tax-free municipal bonds and limit the
ability of local governments to raise revenues for infrastructure projects. ACEC
is working with these organizations to protect municipal bond financing.

JACQUELYN MARTIN/AP PHOTO

ACEC Submits Tax
Reform Principles
To Congress

President’s Budget Proposes
National Infrastructure Bank

JOHN HUMBLE/GETTY IMAGES

Legislative Action

JACQUELYN MARTIN/AP PHOTO

T

hree House Committees (Energy and Commerce, Natural
Resources, and Transportation Infrastructure) have approved
H.R. 3, the Northern Route Approval Act, which would
ease approval of the Keystone XL Pipeline.
The Keystone XL Pipeline will link new sources of oil in Canada
to refineries in the Midwest and Texas and is essential to achieving
a more stable energy supply. The
pipeline is a $7 billion private-sector
infrastructure project that will bring
thousands of jobs and greater energy
security to America.
The ACEC-backed legislation
declares that TransCanada Corporation does not need a presidential
permit for the pipeline application for the northern portion of the Keystone XL Pipeline, which
extends from the Canadian border to Steele City, Neb. The measure
deems that the final environmental impact statement issued by the
U.S. Secretary of State in August 2011 satisfies all requirements of
the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 and the National
Historic Preservation Act. This also takes into consideration the
Nebraska Department of Environmental Quality’s evaluation of the
Nebraska reroute in the Final Evaluation Report in January 2013.
In a letter to Energy and Commerce Committee Chairman Fred
Upton (R-Mich.) recommending passage of the bill, ACEC President Dave Raymond stated, “The Keystone XL Pipeline will help
to address our energy needs over the long term and will also create
significant job growth at an important time in our country.”

ACEC Testifies on
Immigration Reform;
Bipartisan Proposal
Unveiled in Senate

T

he president of a small engineering firm from upstate
New York testified on the need for visas for engineers
before the House Small Business Committee in April.
Nagappa “Ravi” Ravindra, president of Ravi Engineering &
Land Surveying in Rochester, N.Y., related his own experiences in
recruiting and hiring engineering professionals, urging committee
members to support increases in the availability of H-1B visas.
In related news, a bipartisan group of eight senators introduced
comprehensive immigration reform legislation (S. 744). Among
the various reforms in the bill, the Senate measure would increase
the annual cap on high-skilled visas from 65,000 to 110,000,
with potential for the cap to go as high as 180,000 depending on
economic need. The legislation would also require all employers
to use an e-verify system to ensure that their employees are in
the United States legally.
The Senate is expected to consider immigration reform
legislation this summer. A separate House group is working on
a similar bill.

ISSUES ON THE MOVE

WHAT’S NEXT

Tax Reform

Possible action in the summer

F.Y. 2014 Budget

Negotiations with Congress
possible in advance of next
debt ceiling increase

Keystone XL Pipeline

House vote before Memorial
Day

Water Resources
Development Act

Senate floor vote in May

Senate Poised to Clear
ACEC-Backed Water
Legislation

T

he Senate is close to completing action on S. 601,
the Water Resources Development Act of 2013
(WRDA). The bill authorizes new U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers (USACE) water projects to address critical navigation, flood control, water supply and hydropower needs.
Several ACEC priorities are included in the bill, including accelerated project delivery, innovative financing
alternatives and a levee safety program. In response to
the USACE/FEMA levee task
force report and ACEC’s concerns, the bill tasks the assistant secretary for civil works
with examining and reporting
problems facing communities
when securing engineering
services for levee inspection
and certification work.
The act also proposes a
pilot program for the Water
Infrastructure Finance and
Innovation Act (WIFIA) modSen. Barbara Boxer (D-Calif.)
eled after the successful
Transportation Infrastructure
Finance and Innovation Act program administered by the
U.S. Department of Transportation. The Senate’s version
of WRDA would establish two five-year WIFIA pilot programs run by the USACE and the Environmental Protection Agency, each authorized at $50 million per year for
five years. Under WIFIA, each agency could offer direct,
low-interest loans for major water infrastructure projects
expected to cost more than $20 million.
After passage of the bill in committee, committee Chairwoman Barbara Boxer (D-Calif.) stated, “It is a great day
for the American people, as WRDA is critical for flood control, port commerce, safe drinking water and wastewater
infrastructure.”
CAROLYN KASTER/AP PHOTO

House Committees
Approve Keystone
Pipeline Legislation

For More News
For weekly legislative news,
visit ACEC’s Last Word online
at www.acec.org.
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Engineering Excellence

AWARD

WINNERS

The 2013 Engineering Excellence Awards
Gala—known as the “Academyy Awards”
Awards
of the engineering industry—showcased
—showcased
146 ACEC Member Firm projects
rojects from
the United States and throughout
ughout the
world.
A panel of 30 judges from
rom across
the nation representing a variety
of built environment
disciplines selected 24 top
award recipients—16
Honor Awards,
seven Grand Awards
and the Grand Conceptor
Award for the most outstanding
engineering achievement—based
d
on criteria such as uniqueness and
nd
originality, technical complexity,,
social and economic value, and public
awareness.
Gregory Giammalvo (left),
Emmy Award-winning comedian
dian
Arup government business
Ross Shafer once again hosted the
he sold- leader, and Mahadev Raman,
out black-tie extravaganza, which
h was Arup chairman Americas
region, receive the 2013
attended by more than 600 members
mbers
Grand Conceptor Award at
and guests.
the EEA Gala.
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ACEC 2013 ENGINEERING EXCEL L ENCE AWARD WINNER S

GRAND CONCEPTOR AWARD

The gleaming, new
356,000-squarefoot entertainment
complex achieves new
heights in structural
design excellence and
optimal acoustics. The
architecturally intricate
facility features a fourstory, wide-angled
glass wall front façade,
topped by slightly
concave sloping roofs.
The project team
custom designed a
pioneering tensile
system and highstrength rods on the
exterior to support the
roof and eliminate the
need for cross bracing
on the curtain wall.
The facility features
two performance
halls—a 1,600-seat
concert hall and an
1,800-seat ballet/
opera house—both have
long-span, taperedin-depth steel trusses
that create wide,
column-free spaces
and support soundreflecting concrete
ceilings. The result is
an exciting new focal
point for the region’s
art and entertainment
community, and a
dazzling addition to the
downtown Kansas City
skyline.

TIMOTHY HURSLEY

Kauffman Center for
the Performing Arts,
Kansas City, Mo.
Arup—New York, N.Y.

AC EC 20 1 3 EN GIN EERIN G E XCELLEN CE AWARDS

GRANDAWARDS

Marlins Park, Miami, Fla.
Walter P Moore and Bliss & Nyitray, Inc.—
Tampa, Fla.

National Synchrotron Light Source II,
Long Island, N.Y.
HDR Engineering—Alexandria, Va.

This breathtaking retractable-roof design can withstand the most intense
hurricane-force winds and has raised the standard of excellence for Major
League Baseball stadiums. The new $515 million home of the Miami Marlins features a three-panel retractable roof, spanning up to 560 feet, mounted
on a 150-foot-tall concrete support structure and weighing nearly 7,700
tons. The roof and support structure were designed to safely resist wind
speeds up to 146 mph. Detailed wind studies conducted during the design
process showed that keeping the panels slightly open during a wind event,
rather than completely closed, reduced pressure by 25 percent, saving more
than 1,000 tons of structural steel and more than $4 million in costs. The
ballpark also achieved LEED Gold certification, making it the world’s first
retractable-roof stadium to achieve this distinction.

The new 600,000-square-foot research facility allows scientists to view a
single atom with more clarity than ever before, helping to advance research
in biology, chemistry, materials science and medicine. The facility generates light by accelerating a beam of electrons around a huge energy storage
ring building at 99 percent of light speed. Through pioneering engineering
design—and more than 41,000 cubic yards of concrete—the accelerator
tunnel achieves precise vibration and temperature-fluctuation requirements.
Nearly a half-mile in circumference and large enough to encircle Yankee
Stadium, the storage ring produces the brightest and most intense X-rays in
the world—more than 10,000 times brighter than its predecessor. The new
research facility will play a critical role in new scientific discoveries.

Catskill-Delaware Ultraviolet Disinfection
Facility, Mount Pleasant, N.Y.
Hazen and Sawyer/CDM Smith—
New York, N.Y.
The world’s largest ultraviolet disinfection facility replaces an outdated, century-old water treatment system and serves more than 9
million consumers in and around New York City. The new facility
treats more than 2 billion gallons of water per day, providing protection from organisms that can cause gastrointestinal illness. The
plant features 56 new UV vessels—more than at any other installation. The design also includes the largest flow-control and energydissipating valves of their type. The project demonstrates the feasibility and effectiveness of large-scale water treatment applications.
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Lake Champlain Bridge Replacement, Crown Point, N.Y.,
to Chimney Point, Vt.
HNTB Corporation—New York, N.Y.
Designed in just 10 weeks, this new 402-foot-long network tied arch bridge
replaces an 80-year-old deteriorating bridge and reestablishes a critical connection between Crown Point, N.Y., and Chimney Point, Vt. The emergency closure of the old Lake Champlain Bridge necessitated a 100-mile detour in some
cases, and adversely affected economic conditions and commerce in the surrounding New York and Vermont areas. The new bridge features a center arch
span that was built off site, floated in, then lifted 75 feet and connected—two
years to the day after preliminary engineering began. The new bridge is more
efficient, safer and marks a significant improvement to the region’s infrastructure and economy.

GRANDAWARDS

Truss Bridge Roll-In:
130th & Torrence Avenue, Chicago, Ill.
Alfred Benesch & Company—Chicago, Ill.

FDR Four Freedoms Park,
Roosevelt Island, N.Y.
Langan Engineering and
Environmental Services,
Inc.—Elmwood Park, N.J.

A massive steel superstructure was completely constructed
next to its deteriorating predecessor, transported more than
800 feet and then rolled into place. The project team accomplished the transport and roll-in of a new 2,375-ton railroad
truss span using four high-load capacity platform vehicles,
or self-propelled modular transporters, each equipped with
96 individually computer-controlled wheels to distribute
weight and safely and accurately steer the truss. The vehicles
transported the truss, which was rolled over the existing Norfolk Southern Railway tracks. The unique procedure helped
minimize disruption of nearby rail traffic and achieved a
record-breaking installation of the longest steel railroad truss
using modular transporter technology.

Four Freedoms Park is an innovative tribute to President Franklin D. Roosevelt’s
historic 1941 Four Freedoms speech,
highlighting freedom of speech, freedom
of worship, freedom from want and
freedom from fear. The four-acre park is
a combination of gleaming white granite, elegant open-air spaces and finished
broad riprap shorelines and seawalls. It
culminates in a 3,600-square-foot plaza
surrounded by 28 blocks of 36-ton granite. Located on Roosevelt Island, in the
middle of the East River, the park land
was created with surplus shot rock
from on-island construction. Ten-inchdiameter mini-pile caissons were drilled
into bedrock to support a below-tidelevel room, avoiding reliance on unstable
loose rock fills. The park’s historic, cultural and design significance will be treasured by visitors for decades to come.

Volkswagen Automotive Assembly Plant, Chattanooga, Tenn.

SSOE Group—Toledo, Ohio
The $1 billion Volkswagen automotive assembly plant sets a new standard for sustainable engineering. The plant uses 42 percent less energy for building
systems and manufacturing than similar facilities. Air handling systems reuse heat energy prior to releasing it, rainwater harvesting reduces overall water
usage by 653,000 gallons per year and an advanced lighting system cuts energy use by 68 percent. The plant, which performs such primary manufacturing
operations as welding, painting and assembly, was designed to produce more than 150,000 vehicles annually, and is the first LEED Platinum automotive
assembly facility in the world.
MAY / JUNE 2013
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HONORAWARDS
Toyota Elephant Passage, Denver, Colo.
The RMH Group, Inc.—Lakewood, Colo.
An outdated pachyderm zoo exhibit was replaced with a state-of-the-art,
sustainable habitat that reduces costs while enhancing the quality of life for
the elephants. Denver Zoo’s new 10-acre Toyota Elephant Passage features
an on-site biomass cogeneration plant that converts more than 1.5 million
pounds of annual animal solid waste and other zoo garbage into power and
heat for the zoo. The combination of advanced water filtration and recycling
systems, central energy recovery ventilators, evaporative cooling and exhaust
heat recovery enhances animal comfort and saves the zoo approximately
$150,000 a year in energy and waste-hauling costs. The Elephant Passage is
the first zoo exhibit in the country to receive LEED Platinum certification.

City Creek Center,
Salt Lake City, Utah
Magnusson Klemencic
Associates—
Seattle, Wash.
Visionary engineering design
has transformed a deteriorating
23-acre section of downtown Salt
Lake City into a spectacular and
sustainable multiuse complex.
The project features 5.5 million
square feet, or the equivalent of
14 city blocks, of new office, residential, retail, parking and public
space in 20 structures that range
from two- to 30-stories tall. The
project team overcame several
structural challenges ranging from
design of three new high-rise
towers; basement excavations as
deep as five stories; a 446-footlong, first-of-its-kind retractable
glass roof; and a 140-foot-span
signature pedestrian sky bridge.
A 1,225-foot-long, 28-foot-wide
re-creation of the historic “City
Creek” features three waterfalls and 420 tons of boulders—all supported by a below-grade, long-span parking structure. The project
is a key component to downtown Salt Lake City’s rebirth, with farreaching benefits for both the city and the state of Utah.

Hurricane Storm Damage Risk-Reduction System,
Chalmette, La.
Bioengineering ARCADIS—Folsom, Calif.

Lowry Avenue Bridge over the Mississippi River,
Minneapolis, Minn.
SRF Consulting Group, Inc., and T.Y. Lin
International—Plymouth, Minn.
A new 1,600-foot-long bridge replaces a vital link over the Mississippi River
and includes a groundbreaking filtration system to improve the quality of
urban stormwater discharged into the river. The upgraded bridge better
serves auto and heavy commercial roadway users, bicyclists and pedestrians
and improves Mississippi River navigation. The project team incorporated a
steel-tied arch main span with “basket handle” design and precast, 500-ton
main span edge girders outside the channel, which were lifted into place
from barges. The design included a 100-foot-long, 40-foot-wide underground sand filter to treat stormwater from the Lowry Avenue corridor and
surrounding 127-acre drainage area. The filter is expected to prevent more
than 14,000 pounds of suspended solids from reaching the river annually.
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A new 23-mile-long, $1.06 billion floodwall project in St. Bernard
Parish aims to prevent a recurrence of the Katrina-scale devastation
that flooded more than 90 percent of the community’s structures
in 2005. New facilities include six levee reaches, two 56-foot sector
gates, five highway/railroad closure gates, a pump station and ties to
the Mississippi River levee system. To raise and strengthen the existing levee system, the project team used reinforced concrete T-walls
supported by steel foundation piles. The process used more than
115,000 linear feet of steel sheet pile and 5 million linear feet of steel
H-piles—28 times the amount of metal used in the Eiffel Tower—
that were driven through the existing levee tops. The new system can
withstand a 100-year storm surge event and is now the main line of
defense for some 40,000 residents and numerous businesses.

HONORAWARDS
Taijiang Bridge, Sanming, Fujian Province, China
T.Y. Lin International—San Francisco, Calif.
A new iconic landmark for Sanming, Fujian Province, in China, the Taijiang
Bridge is only the second of its kind in the world to incorporate a rare partially
cable-supported girder bridge concept. The design uses the capacity of both
the cable-stayed system and the bridge girder, in contrast to more conventional
bridge designs, which often ignore the capability of the girder to carry loads in a
cable-supported structure. The signature steel arch-shaped tower is tied with horizontal cables and a vertical cable connected at midpoint. The bridge also features
two 360-foot-long main spans, as well as 164-foot-long and 196-foot-long side
spans. The concept challenges conventional bridge development methods while
providing a new model for future designs.

CSO Treatment Wetland System,
Washington, Ind.
Bernardin, Lochmueller & Associates—
Evansville, Ind.
Engineers used inventive techniques to solve a growing problem of combined sewer overflows in Washington, Ind. The
previous stormwater capacity for the city of Washington was
so limited that one-tenth-inch of rain would produce CSOs.
The design solution combined a 5-million-gallon storage tank
and a 27-acre constructed wetland—the second of its kind
in the country and 3.5 times larger than the first—to treat
the runoff. Wetland plants filter out contaminants before the
effluent passes through an ultraviolet-disinfection system and
finally into a creek. The EPA highlighted the project as part
of an “innovative solutions” webinar. The scalability, wetlands
application, low-cost and water-quality improvements make
the system a cost-effective, low-maintenance option to combat
CSO problems in similar-sized communities.

IHNC Seabrook Sector Gate Complex,
New Orleans, La.
Bioengineering ARCADIS—Baton Rouge, La.
Grandville Clean Water Plant Expansion & Renovation,
Grandville, Mich.
Moore & Bruggink, Inc.—Grand Rapids, Mich.
Creative upgrades to an outdated water treatment plant have more than doubled
its capacity and have allowed the reuse of biogas for electricity and heating. The
project team increased plant capacity to 10 million gallons a day from the previous 4.4 million gallons; constructed a new 7,500-square-foot operations and lab
facility, complete with a cogeneration engine; and installed an innovative eggshaped anaerobic digester—the first of its kind in Michigan. When running on
biogas generated by the digester, the cogeneration engine produces 280 kilowatts
of electricity and 1.6 million/BTUs of process heat per hour. The production of
heat and power will offset as much as $142,000 per year in utility costs.

A new 230-ton navigable channel gate is a cornerstone of the
Hurricane Storm Damage Risk-Reduction System surrounding
the areas of New Orleans hardest hit by Katrina. The gates
close during a major storm event to form a continuous barrier
tied into the existing T-wall and levee system. This restricts
water from entering the Inner Harbor Navigational Canal up
to an elevation of more than 16 feet—a 100-year flood water
elevation. Each gate leaf forms a steel-plated wall more than
three stories high and 95 feet wide. Because of its proximity
to downtown New Orleans, and its connection to the Lake
Borgne Surge Barrier, the $165 million Seabrook Complex is
the highest profile, most visible flood protection project ever
built by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.
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HONORAWARDS
North Shore Connector, Pittsburgh, Pa.
HDR Engineering, Jacobs Project Management,
Kwame Building Group (joint venture)—Pittsburgh, Pa.
Resourceful engineering was critical to completing a new 1.2-mile light-rail
extension that connects downtown Pittsburgh to the city’s thriving North Shore
area. The $523 million North Shore Connector includes dual-bored tunnels,
each 2,240 feet long and 22 feet in diameter, along an extremely complex route
featuring tight turns and steep grades. Innovative design solutions were used to
bore through bedrock under the Allegheny River and navigate around numerous
underground support structures, such as concrete underpinnings to completely
lift the State Route 65 Bridge from its original steel pile foundations. The project
significantly enhances resident access to the North Shore, expands the Central
Business District and helps spur further development of the regional economy.

Purple Line Viaduct Replacements,
Evanston, Ill.
Jacobs Engineering Group, Inc.—Chicago, Ill.
Three 100-year-old, deteriorating viaducts were demolished and replaced
with new 200-ton steel bridge spans—each within a 55-hour period on
weekends to minimize service disruptions to an important commuter
line. To accelerate installation, the project team constructed new 90-foot
single-span, double-track and steel girder structures behind existing
concrete abutments. During outage weekends, the existing viaduct
was demolished and a 550-ton hydraulic crane lowered 70-ton precast
concrete abutments onto 80-foot-deep belled caissons. Each 200-ton
steel bridge was then quickly moved into precise position using two
self-propelled modular transporters. The weekends-only schedule accommodated full demolition, installation of new supporting abutments,
roll-in of the new 90-foot steel bridges and realignment of the track and
supporting systems—all in time for the Monday morning rush hour.

Bridging from Land to Light, Golden Gate
National Recreation Area, Calif.
HDR Engineering—Denver, Colo.

Hartland Dam Fish and Boat Passage,
Delta, Colo.
Merrick-McLaughlin Whitewater Design Group—
Aurora, Colo.
This project is a shining example of how a hazardous dam can be redesigned to
promote river recreation and fish passage. The design removed a vertical drop
at an existing diversion dam on the Gunnison River in western Colorado and
integrated an environmentally sensitive, multichannel river system. The original
design prevented upstream and downstream movement by fish, and was hazardous to river users. The state-of-the-art fish passage facility allows native Colorado
endangered fish to negotiate the diversion dam and promotes the recovery of
native species. A new boat passage channel provides a safer whitewater recreational experience for kayakers and rafters.
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Hovering more than 100 feet above rocky cliffs and the Pacific
Ocean, the new suspension bridge reestablishes access to the historic
Point Bonita Lighthouse, a popular Golden Gate National Recreation Area attraction. Lighthouse access was closed in 2008 when
the 54-year-old suspension bridge was deemed unsafe. The project
team reinforced highly fractured support rock with anchors and wire
mesh. Hardwood from Cameroon known for its strength, durability
and weather resistance was used to stiffen the truss and the 156-foot
main span. The only access to the site was a half-mile-long, steep
and narrow pedestrian trail with a 6-by-6-foot hand-carved tunnel of
several hundred yards, which meant equipment and materials had to
be transported by foot or ATV. Beautifully replicating the original,
the new bridge renews access to the lighthouse with a safer and more
sustainable structure.

HONORAWARDS
North Bank Bridge and Park, Boston/Cambridge, Mass.
Greenman-Pedersen; Carol R. Johnson Associates;
Stantec; Ammann & Whitney—Wilmington, Mass.
A former brownfield site has been transformed into a breathtaking new park along
the Charles River Basin. Constructed on contaminated materials that were too
expensive to remove, the project team used hard landscape fill materials to create a
safe separation barrier for the public. The park features waterfront esplanades, multiuse pathways, passive open space with iconic views and special treatments at the
base of the north and south pylons of the nearby Zakim Bridge. The showpiece is a
700-foot sinusoidal tubular truss pedestrian bridge that connects Paul Revere Park
in Charlestown to Cambridge’s North Point Park and spans commuter rail tracks,
a boat ramp and Miller’s River. The third park to be completed as part of Big Dig
mitigation efforts, the project provides thousands of pedestrians with a safe, accessible and attractive route between Cambridge and Charlestown.

Sandia National Laboratories, Molten Salt Test Loop,
Albuquerque, N.M.
Bridgers & Paxton Consulting Engineers, Inc.—
Albuquerque, N.M.
This first-of-its-kind concentrated solar power (CSP) testing plant will one day
allow CSP power plants to be constructed on the same scale and magnitude as
fossil-fuel-powered-generation plants. The CSP industry currently operates with
lower temperature/pressure components than the standard electrical utility industry.
The new Molten Salt Test Loop (MSTL) facility tests plant-sized components at
higher temperatures and pressures to achieve a higher efficiency power cycle. The
MSTL technology involves pumping molten salt through various types of solar collectors, which convert sunlight into thermal energy for use in a heat-driven turbine
that generates electrical power. The system will one day allow accelerated lifecycle
testing of prototypes of various solar receivers or subcomponents prior to large-scale
development.

Nueva Providencia Pedestrian Bridge,
Nueva Providencia, Guatemala
CH2M HILL—Milwaukee, Wis.
A new pedestrian bridge in Guatemala demonstrates more than
excellence in design. When Hurricane Agatha destroyed a suspended foot bridge across the Rio Santo Teresa in Guatemala, the
community of Nueva Providencia had no alternate way to access
schools, clinics and markets during the six-month rainy season.
A project team featuring engineering interns designed a 280-foot
replacement bridge and trained local masons on bridge-building
techniques. The design included an innovative stabilization system
to reduce bridge movement. In lieu of a cash contribution, local
residents washed 15 cubic yards of sand and the same amount of
gravel and collected nearly 100 cubic yards of stones for the project.
The project demonstrates not only the value of engineering, but
also the importance of sharing engineering knowledge with local
maintainers of the bridge.

Loyd Ray Farms Waste-to-Energy Project,
Yadkinville, N.C.
Cavanaugh & Associates, P.A.—
Winston-Salem, N.C.
Resourceful engineering has transformed a 154-acre pig farm into a
model of environmental stewardship and renewable energy production. The farm’s nearly 9,000 hogs produce more than 400,000 gallons
of manure each week. The manure’s high nitrogen content makes it
unsuitable fertilizer. The waste was previously discarded into a nearby
lagoon, which allowed for the release of methane, ammonia and “an
unholy stink.” The project team incorporated a new anaerobic digester,
a nitrification/denitrification system, a biogas collection and conditioning system, and an electricity generation system to produce biogas
from the pig waste. That waste now fuels a 65-kilowatt micro-turbine
generator and provides half the farm’s power. The system also eliminates the release of 5,000 metric tons of carbon dioxide per year—the
emission equivalent of 900 cars. The project is a model for managing
farm animal waste in a cost-effective, sustainable manner.
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ACEC/ALABAMA
Garver
ACEC/ARIZONA
HDR Engineering

P RO JECT NAME

FI RM NAME

PROJEC T N AM E

Walter P Moore and Bliss &
Nyitray, Inc.
Wantman Group, Inc.

Marlins Park

Tuscumbia Wastewater Treatment
Plant
La Cañada Drive: Ina to Calle
Concordia

ACEC/ARKANSAS
Pollution Management, Inc.,
and FTN Associates, Ltd.
ACEC/CALIFORNIA
Mark Thomas & Company, Inc.
M-E Engineers, Inc.
Penfield & Smith Engineers, Inc.
T.Y. Lin International
T.Y. Lin International
URS
Walter P Moore
ACEC/COLORADO
Felsburg Holt & Ullevig
FIGG Engineering Group
HDR Engineering
Merrick-McLaughlin Whitewater
Design Group
MKK Consulting Engineers, Inc.
The RMH Group, Inc.
ACEC/DELAWARE
AECOM

Acid Tar Pits Closure System

Isabel Avenue (SR 84)/I-580
Interchange
Palomar Medical Center West
Tepusquet Boundary Survey
Rose Creek Bikeway and
Pedestrian Bridge
Taijiang Bridge
Los Vaqueros Reservoir Expansion
Project
Operable Roof at the California
Academy of Sciences
I-25/Alameda Bridge
Reconstruction
U.S. 191 over Colorado River
Bridge
Bridging from Land to Light
Hartland Dam Fish & Boat
Passage Facilities
Denver DHS Eastside Building
Toyota Elephant Passage
The Charles W. Cullen Bridge at
the Indian River Inlet
Pomeroy and Newark Rail Trail
Project

Pennoni Associates

ACEC/GEORGIA
Facility Design Group
ACEC/IDAHO
Parametrix
The Langdon Group
(a J-U-B company)
URS
ACEC/ILLINOIS
Alfred Benesch & Company
Burns & McDonnell
Hanson Professional Services, Inc.,
and Parsons Corp.
Jacobs Engineering Group, Inc.
Lochner, TranSystems

E.C. Driver and Associates, Inc.
(URS Corporation Southern)

PortMiami 2035 Master Plan
A. Max Brewer Bridge
Replacement
Platt Street Bridge Restoration

ACEC/IOWA
HDR Engineering
Snyder & Associates, Inc.
Stanley Consultants
ACEC/KANSAS
Burns & McDonnell
Burns & McDonnell

ACEC/KENTUCKY
Eta Engineering Consultants
Gannett Fleming, Inc.
GRW Engineers, Inc.
HDR Engineering, Hatch Mott
MacDonald, CH2M HILL and
Thelen Associates, Inc.
Michael Baker Jr., Inc.
Stantec

New World Center, Miami
Beach, Fla., designed by
Gilsanz Murray Steficek,
New York City, is a 2013 EEA
National Recognition Award
winner.
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Georgia Tech Clough Commons
Cistern
Julius M. Kleiner Memorial Park
Public Outreach Program
U.S. 95 Sand Creek Byway
Truss Bridge Roll-In: 130th &
Torrence Avenue
NOvA Far Detector Building
Illinois High-Speed Rail Tier 1 EIS
Purple Line Viaduct Replacements
Morgan Street Elevated Station

ACEC/INDIANA
Bernardin, Lochmueller & Associates CSO Treatment Wetland System
Clark Dietz, Inc.
Belmont North Relief Interceptor
Michael Baker Jr., Inc.
Sherman Minton Bridge
Rehabilitation Project
Parsons Brinckerhoff
I-69 Sections 2 & 3, Evansville to
Crane

DLR Group
ACEC/FLORIDA
Bermello Ajamil & Partners, Inc.
DRMP, Inc.

Dixie Highway Flyover Bridge

ACEC/LOUISIANA
APEX Engineering Corporation
Bioengineering ARCADIS
Bioengineering ARCADIS
ACEC/MAINE
Kleinschmidt Associates

Iowa Falls Bridge
High Trestle Trail
Modern Woodmen Park Flood
Protection
Mosaic Salt Cavern Backfill
Mulvane City Design-Build
Wastewater Improvements
FedExField Solar Array
Marathon Petroleum Biodiesel
Projects
Kentucky River Station II Water
Treatment Plant
Western Regional Water
Reclamation Facility
Western Regional Conveyance
Tunnel
Eggners Ferry Bridge Emergency
Repair
U.S. 68 Double Crossover
Diamond Interchange
Joy Theater Renovation
IHNC-Seabrook Sector Gate
Complex
St. Bernard Parish Hurricane Storm
Damage Risk Reduction System
Jordan Hydroelectric Project

2013 EEA NATIONAL RECOGNITION AWARD WINNERS
F I R M NA M E

P RO JECT NAME

ACEC/MARYLAND
EA Engineering, Science and
Technology, Inc.
Whitman, Requardt & Associates
ACEC/MASSACHUSETTS
Greenman-Pedersen, Inc. (GPI) on
behalf of Joint Venture, Carol R.
Johnson Assoc., Inc.; Stantec;
Ammann & Whitney
Tighe & Bond, Inc.

Pawtuxet River Restoration, Dam
Removal Project
I-95 Newark Toll Plaza Highway
Speed E-ZPass Lanes
North Bank Bridge and Park

Sturbridge Wastewater Treatment
Facility Upgrade

ACEC/METROPOLITAN WASHINGTON
AECOM
Army National Guard Readiness
Center
CH2M HILL
Washington Aqueduct Residuals
Project
ACEC/MICHIGAN
Greeley and Hansen
Moore & Bruggink, Inc.
URS Corporation Great Lakes
ACEC/MINNESOTA
AECOM
AECOM
Bolton & Menk, Inc.
Clark Engineering Corporation
SRF Consulting Group, Inc.,
and T.Y. Lin International

Ann Arbor Wastewater Residuals
Handling Facility Upgrade
Grandville Clean Water Plant
Expansion & Renovation
Wadhams Road Bridge over Black
River
City of Edina Water Treatment
Plant No. 6
Washington Avenue Bridge
Retrofit and Rehabilitation
Project
New Prague Wastewater Treatment
Facility
Response to Metrodome Roof
Collapse
Lowry Avenue Bridge over the
Mississippi River

FI RM NAME

PROJEC T N AM E

Urban Engineers, Inc.

Route 73/70 Marlton Circle
Elimination

ACEC/NEW MEXICO
Bridgers & Paxton Consulting
Engineers, Inc.
ACEC/NEW YORK
AECOM
AKF Engineers, LLP
Arup
Arup
Gilsanz Murray Steficek
Hardesty & Hanover
Hazen and Sawyer/CDM Smith
Hazen and Sawyer
HDR Engineering
HNTB Corporation
Jaros Baum & Bolles
KLD Engineering, P.C., and
JHK Engineering, P.C.
Malcolm Pirnie, the Water
Division of ARCADIS
Mueser Rutledge Consulting
Engineers
Parsons Brinckerhoff
P.W. Grosser Consulting
Robert Silman Associates
Severud Associates
Stantec
STV

ACEC/MISSOURI
Black & Veatch
CDG Engineers
HR Green, Inc.
Parsons Transportation Group, Inc.
Rostan Solutions
TranSystems
ACEC/NEW JERSEY
AmerCom Corp.
Langan Engineering and
Environmental Services, Inc.
Langan Engineering and
Environmental Services, Inc.
Michael Baker Jr., Inc.
Paulus, Sokolowski and Sartor
The RBA Group with Parsons
Brinckerhoff
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Jefferson City Raw Water Intake
and Pump Station
Phytoremediation at Pea Ridge
Mine
Maryland Heights Renewable
Energy Center
Slide-in of the I-44 Bridge over the
Gasconade River
HaulPass Automated Debris
Management System
Blue River and Indian Creek
Confluence Trail
U.S. Route 202 over Passaic River
Bridge Replacement
Duke Farms
FDR Four Freedoms Park
Route 52 Causeway Replacement
Project
Saw Mill River Daylighting at
Larkin Plaza
Complete Streets Initiative

Syska Hennessy Group, Inc.
T.Y. Lin International

Sandia National Laboratories,
Molten Salt Test Loop
Port Jervis Line Reconstruction
Post-Storm Irene
Brooklyn Navy Yard, Building 92
Kauffman Center for the
Performing Arts
Urban Floating Public Pool (+Pool)
New World Center
Construction Engineering for the
WTC Transportation Hub
Catskill-Delaware Ultraviolet
Disinfection Facility
Nitrogen Removal for Jamaica Bay
National Synchrotron Light Source II
Lake Champlain Bridge
Replacement
The National September 11th
Memorial Fountain
Midtown in Motion—Active Traffic
Management System
Nassau County Bay Park
Dechlorination Facility
Vehicle Security Center Foundations
at the New World Trade Center
Design Guidelines for Arch and
Cable-Supported Signature
Bridges
Contaminated Brownfield
Remediation
Milstein Hall, Cornell University
Claire Tow Theater
Cornell University Physical Sciences
Building
Development & Procurement of
ALP-45DP Locomotive
University Medical Center at
Princeton
Capturing the Bayonne Bridge in
3D

2013 EEA National Recognition Award winner Palomar Medical Center West,
Escondido, Calif., designed by M-E Engineers, Inc., Culver City, Calif.

Seabrook Floodgate Complex, New Orleans
Photo courtesy of USACE New Orleans

Building Resilient Communities
Innovative solutions to support communities impacted by
extreme weather events.
When a storm surge or flood threatens, the solutions are never simple.
Today’s coastal communities need integrated solutions with multiple
layers of defense and a comprehensive approach that leverages natural
features and forces to create resilient and sustainable environments.
At ARCADIS, we create solutions that are balanced, adaptable and
sensitive to the environment. Whether your community needs hardscape
structures like levees and barriers, or softscape options like wetlands,
marshes and barrier islands, or a combination of all of these, we can
help you better manage the risk of coastal living.
The result? Resilient, attractive shorelines, sustainable urban waterfronts
and, most importantly, peace of mind.
Together we can do a world of good.

Imagine the result

ARCADIS congratulates USACE and
its project teams on ACEC awards
for the New Orleans Seabrook Sector
Gate Complex and the St. BernardChalmette Loop Levee System.

www.arcadis-us.com
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URS Corporation

Falls Street Tunnel Inflow
Reduction Project

HDR Engineering, Jacobs Project
Management, Kwame Building
Group (Joint Venture)
Michael Baker Jr., Inc.

North Shore Connector

ACEC/NORTH CAROLINA
Cavanaugh & Associates, P.A.

Loyd Ray Farms Waste-to-Energy
Project
Bridgewater Hydro Station
Powerhouse Replacement
Lake Townsend Dam
Sheraton New York Hotel—
HVAC Renovations

HDR Engineering
Schnabel Engineering
Stantec
ACEC/NORTH DAKOTA
KLJ

Williston Basin Electrical Load
Growth Forecast

ACEC/OHIO
American Structurepoint, Inc.

I-75 Urban Freeway Widening,
Phase 1B
Rich Street Bridge
I-70/I-71 Columbus South
Innerbelt Study
Volkswagen Automotive Assembly
Plant

Burgess & Niple, Inc.
ms consultants, Inc.
SSOE Group
ACEC/OKLAHOMA
Cobb Engineering Company

Cow Creek Stabilization and
Restoration
Cobb Engineering Company,
40 Forward: The Highway that
MacArthur Associated Consultants, Changed a City
Poe & Associates, SAIC
Triad Design Group
I-40/Morgan Road Single Point
Urban Interchange

ACEC/OREGON
HNTB Corporation
PAE Consulting Engineers

I-84: Exit 64 (Hood River)
Bud Clark Commons

ACEC/PENNSYLVANIA
Century Engineering, Inc.
FIGG Engineering Group

Skyrush
Monongahela River Bridge
Modern Woodmen Park Flood Protection,
Davenport, Iowa, designed by Stanley
Consultants, Muscatine, Iowa, is a 2013
EEA National Recognition Award winner.

ACEC/SOUTH CAROLINA
American Engineering
Consultants, Inc.
Coastal Science & Engineering, Inc.
DWG, Inc., Consulting Engineers
The LPA Group Incorporated
(A unit of Michael Baker Corp.)
& HNTB Corporation
URS Corporation

ACEC/TEXAS
APM & Associates, Inc.
Bridgefarmer & Associates, Inc.
Freese and Nichols / Rosales +
Partners / Schlaich Bergermann
and Partner
IDS Engineering Group
Jacobs Engineering Group
Klotz Associates, Inc.
Professional Service Industries, Inc.
URS Corporation
Vickrey & Associates, Inc.
ACEC/UTAH
Bowen Collins & Associates, Inc.
ACEC/VIRGINIA
H&A Architects & Engineers
HDR Engineering

ACEC/WISCONSIN
CH2M HILL
GRAEF
Milwaukee Transportation Partners
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City of Cayce Regional Wastewater
Treatment Plant
Nags Head Beach Nourishment
Re-Cabling Roper Hospital
Safe & Sound Bridge Improvement
Program
Gravity Sewer System Rehabilitation

ACEC/SOUTH DAKOTA
Banner Associates, Inc., HDR
Lewis & Clark Regional Water
Engineering, TRC Companies, Inc. System

ACEC/WASHINGTON
CH2M HILL
Magnusson Klemencic Associates
North Corridor Transit Partners
(Parametrix and Parsons
Brinckerhoff, joint venture)
Wood Harbinger
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Virtual Bridge Inspection Training
Application

DART Police Headquarters at
Illinois Station
The Diamond Interchange Phase 1
Phyllis J. Tilley Memorial Pedestrian
Bridge
Royal Oaks Booster Pump Station
University of Oklahoma Utility
Plant
Birnamwood Drive Extension
DFW Connector—QESTField
Water and Wastewater
Infrastructure Improvements
Program
VIA Primo Bus Rapid Transit
Project
Jordan Basin Water Reclamation
Facility
Liberia’s First LEED Certified
Facility
Solving Industrial-Sized Wastewater
Challenges, Phase 1
Belfair Water Reclamation Facilities
City Creek Center
North Corridor Transit Project
Alternatives Analysis
Central Heat and Power Plant
Nueva Providencia Pedestrian
Bridge
UW Madison’s New Union South
Mitchell Interchange
Reconstruction

Project Team Results
University of Wisconsin Madison Union South
2013 Engineering Excellence
National Recognition Award Winner

Services provided for Union South:
Civil Engineering
Structural Engineering
Landscape Architecture
GRAEF is an employee-owned,
full-service engineering and
FRQVXOWLQJÀUPVHUYLQJSXEOLFDQG
private clients. GRAEF specializes
in: Civil Engineering, Construction
Management, Environmental
Engineering, Industrial Architecture,
Landscape Architecture, MEP
and Commissioning, Operations
Consulting, Planning, Structural
Engineering, Surveying, and

www.graef-usa.com

Transportation Engineering.

Milwaukee|Madison|Green Bay|Chicago|Orlando

2013 EEA JUDGES

2013 EEA COMMITTEE

ACEC thanks the 2013 Engineering Excellence Awards (EEA) judges and EEA Committee members for their
time and dedication to this year’s competition.
Stephen K. Swinson

Michael Freiman

George G. Alexandridis

Michael Gardner

Chief Judge
Thermal Energy Corporation
Houston, Texas
Lawrenceville, N.J.

Sharon Black

Harvard Business School
Boston, Mass.

Mississippi Department of
Environmental Quality
Jackson, Miss.
Bowling Green Municipal
Utilities
Bowling Green, Ky.

Moujalli C. Hourani
Manhattan College
Riverdale, N.Y.

Michelle Blaise

ComEd
Oakbrook Terrace, Ill.

Maryann Johansson

Brian D. Buchanan

VIA Metropolitan Transit
San Antonio, Texas

Brigadier General (Ret.)
Stephen Burritt

The University of CaliforniaSanta Barbara
Santa Barbara, Calif.

Jerry Johnson

Henniker, N.H.

Washington Suburban Sanitary
Commission
Laurel, Md.

Laura Cabiness

Jill A. Jordan

City of Charleston
Charleston, S.C.

City of Dallas
Dallas, Texas

Richard J. Calnan

Paul Kovacs

Rockport, Mass.

Prof. Lawrence Chiarelli

Polytechnic Institute of New
York University
Brooklyn, N.Y.

W. Samuel Easterling
Virginia Tech
Blacksburg, Va.

Illinois Tollway
Downers Grove, Ill.

Jack Schenendorf

Covington & Burling
Washington, D.C.

James Starace

The Port Authority of New
York & New Jersey
New York City

Major General (Ret.)
Merdith W.B. “Bo” Temple
Springfield, Va.

Dennis Truax

Mississippi State University
Mississippi State, Miss.

Mark Vannoy

Chair
HNTB Corporation
Kansas City, Mo.

Judy L. Hricak

Vice Chair
Gannett Fleming
Camp Hill, Pa.

Jon M. Beekman
Wright-Pierce
Fayette, Maine

Herbert Berg

M & H Design Associates
Chicago, Ill.

Maine Public Utilities
Commission
Hallowell, Maine

Fredric S. Berger

Andrew Wescoat

George Binder

ExxonMobil Environmental
Services
Fairfax, Va.

Kristine Young

Miller the Driller
Des Moines, Iowa

Roger Patterson

The Metropolitan Water
District of Southern
California
Los Angeles, Calif.

Tom Powers

Boston Harbor Island Alliance
Boston, Mass.

Dennis Fallon

Patricia Mosher

The Citadel
Charleston, S.C.

The Louis Berger Group
Washington, D.C.
ACEC/Kentucky
Frankfort, Ky.

Dennis M. Kamber
ARCADIS
Columbia, Md.

Dennis B. Micko
Banner Associates
Brookings, S.D.

Stuart D. Monical

MKK Consulting Engineers
Greenwood Village, Colo.

Peter F. Piattoni

URS Corporation
Boston, Mass.

Donald G. Sherman
Don Sherman Group
Phoenix, Ariz.

Daisy P. Nappier
ACEC
Washington, D.C.

W. Harold Cannon
Cannon & Cannon
Knoxville, Tenn.

Andrew J. Ciancia

Langan Engineering &
Environmental Services
New York City

Edwin K. Dedeaux
Allen & Hoshall
Ridgeland, Miss.

Jeffrey Druckman

AMEC Environment &
Infrastructure
Chicago, Ill.

Thank
You

2013 EEA SPONSORS

ACEC wishes to thank the following companies for their sponsorship of the EEA Gala:

GOLD
AECOM
HDR Engineering
HNTB Corporation
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HOST

DONOR

ACEC Retirement Trust
Alfred Benesch & Company
American Society of Civil Engineers
ARCADIS
Arup
Gannett Fleming
Magnusson Klemencic Associates
Merrick & Company
T.Y. Lin International

McMURRY/TMG
Moore & Bruggink, Inc.

Kauffman Center for the
Performing Arts
The 2013 Grand Conceptor
Realizing Safdie Architects’ vision for Kansas
City’s Kauffman Center for the Performing Arts
required close collaboration between our
structural engineers and the full design and
client team.
We shape a better world
www.arup.com

Images ©Timothy Hursley

Congratulations to all who were involved in
the project for helping earn the honor of being
named ACEC’s best project of 2013.

Be better at it.
At URS, we believe that a successful result seldom
comes about by chance. So whether it’s an airport,
bridge, light rail line, reservoir, or wastewater treatment
plant, our determination never changes. To do it better.
Which is why, when it comes to the Infrastructure
sector, more people are turning to us to get it done.
We are URS.
Proud recipients of 2013 ACEC National Recognition Awards:
Wadhams Road Bridge over Black River
Falls Street Tunnel Inﬂow Reduction
South IH 35 Water/Wastewater Infrastructure Improvements
Platt Street Bridge Restoration
Gravity Sewer Line Rehabilitation
Los Vaqueros Reservoir Expansion

FEDERAL
OIL & GAS
INFRASTRUCTURE
POWER
INDUSTRIAL
URS.COM

ACEC President Dave Raymond leads a toast
“for greater collaboration to address critical
infrastructure needs” during a special
networking dinner for Arab ambassadors
and U.S. engineering leaders.

RECORD-SETTING

ANNUAL
CONVENTION
A Catalyst for Business,
Legislative Success

M
Kenneth Smith (left), president
and CEO of T. Baker Smith, in
Houma, La., greets Louisiana
Sen. David Vitter, the senior
Republican on the Senate
Environment and Public Works
Committee. Vitter addressed
major ACEC/PAC donors at a
Capitol Hill luncheon.

ore than 1,300
members
participated in the
ACEC 2013 Annual
Convention and
Legislative Summit in Washington,
D.C., April 21–24—the highestever Convention attendance.
The turnout fueled a strong advocacy effort as several hundred ACEC
“citizen lobbyists” converged on
Capitol Hill to urge lawmakers to
support new water infrastructure
funding mechanisms, a national
energy policy and the next surface
transportation program.
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CEO panelists provide their perspectives on the shifting dynamics of major project financing and delivery. From
left: Dave Raymond, president/CEO, ACEC; Alan Krause, chairman/CEO, MWH Global; Michael Della Rocca, chief
executive, AECOM North America; and Gary Jandegian, president, infrastructure and environment, URS Corp.

Ammar Daoud (left) of Engicon USA, Inc., in McLean, Va., interviews with
representatives of Tetra Tech during the Teaming Fair. More than 50 firms
participated in the program, which brings large and small firms together for
federal contracting opportunities.

Attendees also took advantage of the Convention’s
comprehensive business focus,
which included the CEO
panel, CEO roundtables and
nearly 30 targeted education
sessions. Seminars on A/E firm
financial metrics, employee
engagement and profits and
strategic decision-making were
among several standing-roomonly sessions.

“The Hill visits and the
Congressional Issues Briefing
were most useful,” said Marlin
Knowles of American Structurepoint, Inc., in Indianapolis.
“The CEO Roundtables are a
great idea. Working and talking with your peers concerning
both problems and victories is
very helpful.”
“I enjoyed Geoff Colvin’s
presentation and his thoughts
Outgoing ACEC Chairman
Ted Williams leads Board of
Directors to approve the
Council’s new three-year
budget.
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on flexibility in business and
innovative business planning,”
said Peter Mesha of Wight &
Company in Darien, Ill. “I also
thought the CEO Panel was
informative—it spoke to me.”
“I am very glad I came,”
said Charles Gonderinger of
SRF Consulting in Plymouth,
Minn. “The variety of the discussion topics was so diverse, it
was hard to choose which one
to go to.”
NBC Chief
White House
Correspondent
Chuck Todd

NBC’s Todd: Infrastructure
Politics Stumbles After
‘Bridge to Nowhere’

NBC News Chief White
House Correspondent Chuck
Todd told a packed ACEC
Annual Convention audience
that the infamous “Bridge to
Nowhere” forever changed the
politics of federal infrastructure
funding.
The proposed $320 million
Alaskan bridge became a symbol of congressional irresponsibility, leading to the elimination of earmarks. “Earmarks

used to be political assets” for
getting infrastructure bills
passed, Todd said, “but that
asset no longer exists.”
He added that the nation’s
deteriorating infrastructure
might soon force Congress to
act. “Is there going to be a big
infrastructure bill? Two years
ago, most legislators were afraid
to commit to any substantial
funding. Now, we’re starting to see a softening in their
attitudes.”
FORTUNE’s Colvin:
Shale Gas Will Be Boon
For Economy

FORTUNE Senior Editorat-Large Geoff Colvin gave
an optimistic forecast for the
economy and the engineering
industry during the ACEC
Convention’s Opening Session.
“The impact of shale gas
on the U.S. economy is going
to be fantastic,” Colvin said.
“Most people don’t understand
how huge it’s going to be.”

2013 National Recognition Award winners display their crystal trophies during the EEA Gala.

FORTUNE Senior
Editor-at-Large
Geoff Colvin

He also said that government
austerity will lead to more contracting out, which “will be a
good solution for both government and private industry.”
Middle East, N. Africa
Ambassadors Promote
Regional Opportunities

ACEC and the National U.S.Arab Chamber of Commerce
co-hosted two Convention
events to promote business
opportunities for U.S. engineering firms in the Middle
East and North Africa.

At a dinner, ambassadors
of Egypt and Morocco and
the deputy chief of mission from Algeria briefed 25
ACEC Member Firm leaders on recent developments
within the region. During a
next-day roundtable, commercial attachés from Algeria,
Bahrain, Egypt, Iraq, Oman,
United Arab Emirates and
Yemen briefed members on
specific opportunities for U.S.
engineering firms in their
countries.
The international business
focus also included Department of Commerce Assistant
Secretary for Manufacturing
and Services Nicole Lamb
Hale and EPA Assistant
Administrator Michelle
DePass, who introduced the
U.S. Environmental Technologies Export Initiative
at a meeting of the ACEC
International Committee. The
interagency effort is designed
to promote U.S exports of

environmental goods and services—including engineering
services.
ACEC/PAC Tops Record;
Jeffry Volk Wins $10,000

ACEC/PAC collected a record
$163,000 during the ACEC
Convention and co-hosted a
fundraising event for House
Transportation and Infrastructure Committee Chairman Bill
Shuster (R-Pa.).
In the ACEC/PAC Spring
Sweepstakes, Jeffry Volk of
Moore Engineering in West
Fargo, N.D., won the $10,000
grand prize. Paul Hummel of
Lawson-Fisher Associates in
South Bend, Ind., won $5,000
and Mary Hall of GZA GeoEnvironmental in Boston, won
$2,500.

Winners of $1,000 prizes
included Paul DeBruyne,
McClure Engineering Associates, Rockford, Ill.; John Boldt,
Clark Dietz, Kenosha, Wis.;
Phil Beer, USI Consultants,
Indianapolis; John Atz, KimleyHorn and Associates, West Palm
Beach, Fla; Jon Nishimura,
Fukunaga & Associates, Honolulu; Gary Powell, Stantec,
Chicago;
and John
Kissinger,
GRAEF,
Milwaukee.
(continued
on page
28)

Gregs Thomopulos,
chairman of Stanley
Consultants, assumes
the reins as new
ACEC Chairman.
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Convention Education Highlights
Client Expectations of
Perfection: Shifting a
Perilous Paradigm
Karen Erger, Lockton
Companies; Janice
Marsters, Kennedy/
Jenks Consultants;
Christine E. Drage,
Weil & Drage; Albert
Rabasca, XL Insurance
Design Professional
Group
To avoid disappointed
clients and potential
lawsuits, engineering
firms should fine-tune
the Standard of Care
language in their contracts to eliminate
unrealistic expectations. Session panelists
emphasized that while
boastful marketing
language wins projects,
Standard of Care contract language, needs
to be ordinary. The
legal system requires
only that a firm performs as others in
similar circumstances
would have performed,
unless its contract
states or implies that it
will perform better.
Firms would also
be well served to have
“The Talk” with their

clients early in the
process, telling them
that perfection is not
achievable, change
orders are a fact of life
and there are no guaranteed results.
Ten-Plus Years of
ESOP Ownership—
Pros and Cons
J. Chuck Hollingsworth,
Engineering & Environmental Consultants, Inc.
After 13 years under an
Employee Stock Ownership Plan (ESOP), Engineering & Environmental Consultants, Inc.,
and its founder, Chuck
Hollingsworth, are 100
percent committed to
the concept. Hollingsworth said the ESOP
has enabled him to put
in place an ownership
transition plan that
ensures the continuity
of the firm and has provided employees with
both a retirement plan
and a reason to take
more responsibility for
the long-term success
of the firm.
Starting and operating an ESOP is a
complicated process

that includes company
valuations, legal filings and regulatory
requirements. It also
requires changes to
the corporate culture.
When employees feel
they are part owners
of a firm, they expect
more transparency
from the leadership on
both finances and the
strategic direction of
the company.
Preparing Your Firm’s
Next You—Leadership
Transition
Mark Goodale,
Morrissey Goodale
How do you prepare
for your firm’s next
you? Goodale said a
firm needs to create a
culture of ownership
that occurs at all levels
in the organization.
“Employees need to
own their own experiences in your firm, own
the experiences with
your clients and own
the results of your company,” he said. When
executives promote this
type of thinking, “they
are bringing about
responsible autonomy

QBS Undergoes Spirited Convention Debate

A

three-expert panel
presented a lively
and informative
Convention session on
“The Future of QBS: Current Practices and Emerging Challenges.”
Lester Fukuda, project
& CM manager at HDR,
provided a broad overview
of QBS principles while
Bob Boyer, vice president
of CH2M HILL, spoke to
the future of QBS amid the
growing use of alternative
project delivery systems.
Jim Horrocks, president of Horrocks Engineers, discussed QBS challenges within the industry,
advancing the view that
erosion of QBS principles
within the profession
should be addressed on
ethical grounds.

in their company,”
which enables leaders
to better see which
employees rise to the
challenge and would
make effective future
leaders within the firm.
“Become a coach,”
Goodale said. “You
need to set a great

Lester Fukuda

Bob Boyer

Jim Horrocks

example and inspire
employees; you also
need to work on
yourselves first.” He
added that executives must understand
their employees’ world
to facilitate learning
opportunities, practice
and mastery.

Special Thanks to Our 2013 Annual Convention Sponsors
CONVENTION
GOLD SPONSORS
ACEC Business Insurance Trust
AECOM
alliantgroup
Chartwell Capital Solutions
Deltek
GeoSpec Systems
CONVENTION
BRONZE SPONSORS
ACEC Retirement Trust
Design Professional Unit of XL Group
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WI-FI CAFÉ SPONSOR
Cardno USA
TAX REFORM SESSION SPONSOR
alliantgroup
AMBASSADORS’ DINNER SPONSORS
Microsoft
Bentley Systems
Black and Veatch
POWER Engineers

CONGRESSIONAL ISSUES
BRIEFING SPONSOR
ARC Document Solutions
CIO COUNCIL SYMPOSIUM
SPONSORS
Deltek
First American Equipment Finance
GeoSpec Systems
CFO COUNCIL SYMPOSIUM
SPONSORS
Chartwell Capital Solutions
Crowe Horwath
ESOP Law Group

ADVERTISEMENT

www.alliantgroup.com | 800.564.4540

ADVERTISEMENT

RedVector offers training for your ENTIRE staff so that
ÊÁ±Ï n±O8´¼8ÊOa¼¼Ça¼X8Ê®´O|8tt
8± a¼¡
• Quality CE Training for licensed professionals
• Training for non-licensed professionals including
o safety
o compliance/ethics
Download our 2013
o social media etiquette
O8¼8t8XnXÁ¼|È
• Prices as low as $25 per user, per month
RedVector can help your
organization with online
training.
www.redvector.com/acec

866-663-2849

Spotlight on IT
Made possible by GeoSpec Systems (Microsoft Partner) and Deltek

Engineering
ﬁrms
embrace
the enhanced
control and
reach
of mobile
computing
By Bob Violino

I

RANDY LYHUS

f laptop computers
gave engineers
and other business
leaders a taste
of what it might
feel like to finally
cut the cord on
information technology
(IT), the evolution of
powerful handheld
devices, from smartphones
to tablets, has, at long last,
set them free.

>>
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ABI Research estimates that the total installed base for smartphones will reach 1.4 billion worldwide by the end of 2013.
That’s on top of 268 million tablet computers.
That reach, coupled with a shift in IT policy that encourages
employees to bring their own devices onto workplace networks,
has led many firms to embrace the benefits—and, in some
cases, the challenges—of mobile
computing.
Engineering firms, like a lot of
businesses, are understandably
drawn to the promise of increased
productivity, enhanced customer
service and improved collaboration
among staff and with customers
and business partners that come
with the use of mobile devices.
“Being able to effectively contribute to a job while on site is a
key driver” of mobile technology
use, says Chad Schafer, senior project manager at Info Tech, Inc., an
IT research and advisory firm in
Gainesville, Fla. “It’s one thing
to visit a job, observe and then
MIKE ANDERS
go back to your laptop to enter
BRAUN INTERTEC
details. It’s quite another to accomplish all of that on site using a
smartphone.”

“Engineering
firms typically
go where
the work is,
and it can be
anywhere on
the planet
these days,
depending
on the
services you’re
providing.”

A New Business Landscape

Laptops represented a step in that direction, but engineers
who rely on technology say the emergence of smartphones and
multimedia-rich tablets equipped to run robust data-centric
applications and graphics have changed the game entirely.
Handheld devices and smartphones can go more places than
desktop computers, or even laptops, which means reduced
project-based data entry and time to completion.
“An engineer can bring his or her mobile device down a
sewer or into a drain and effectively record data once,” Schafer
explains.
Such flexibility is invaluable. “Engineering firms typically go
where the work is, and it can be anywhere on the planet these
days, depending on the services you’re providing,” says Mike
Anders, CIO at Braun Intertec, a Minneapolis, Minn.-based
consulting and engineering firm and president of Agile Frameworks, a subsidiary of Braun Intertec that provides mobile field
information management software and consulting services.
Of the company’s 600 employees, Anders estimates that 80
percent use smartphones or tablets. “We provide mobile devices
to all of our remote staff,” including engineers in the field, he
says. Workers use the devices for basic communications, such
as email and texting; they also use the tools to access a suite of
cloud-based proprietary business applications that provide field
engineers with support for important off-site processes, such as
testing concrete and other construction materials.
The No. 1 advantage of mobile computing: 24/7 access and collaboration among employees, says Anders, who adds, “Mobility is
just table stakes now; you need it in order to work in this industry.”
34
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But it’s the quality and speed of the content that truly sets
the devices apart. With manufacturers forever learning how to
pack more processing power into smaller form factors, engineers
and other business users now can expect to wield desktop-grade
power, quite literally, in the palms of their hands.
The latest technology lets engineers instantly download
detailed graphics and schematics, as well as customized project
management and construction and inspection applications.
Clients can make adjustments to documents and markups on
site, wherever they are. Managers can use the devices to take and
record high-quality photos and video of relevant designs—so
that executives at the home office can track the progress of a
project in real time.
Though the technology still is not equipped to run the most
data-intensive enterprise resource planning or building information modeling software applications, it is compatible with most
standard business tools.
Tailor-Made Technology

Vanasse Hangen Brustlin, Inc. (VHB), a Watertown, Mass.based provider of planning, design, engineering and consulting
services, uses mobile devices such as smartphones and ruggedized tablets for data collection and collaboration in the field,
says Greg Bosworth, director of information technologies at
VHB.
The firm has developed several mobile applications, including
one for tracking hours worked on projects, another for expense
and time sheet review and approvals, and another for mapping project
locations and providing other project
information.
Mobile devices, including some
550 smartphones, are tied into the
firm’s Microsoft Exchange environtotal installed
ment, so users can access applicabase for
tions such as email and contact
listings. Perhaps the devices’ most
smartphones
valuable benefit is the ability to
worldwide
access corporate resources from
by the end of
remote work sites at any time, Bos2013.
worth says.
Source: ABI Research
The marketing team at VHB is
leveraging mobile technology for
digital marketing efforts, Bosworth
says. For example, the team has developed interactive PDF
documents that can be uploaded on tablets for use at industry
events, where representatives can present the documents to prospective clients.
In addition to promoting the firm’s services, the mobile presentations help cut down on printed documents the company
uses, Bosworth says.
In one of the firm’s more unique and productive uses of mobile
technology, VHB has customized an open-source application
to track bicycle traffic in Providence, R.I., as part of an ongoing
effort to help the city plan new bike and pedestrian trails.
The company uses the mobile application to capture information about where people are riding bikes in the city so it can
recommend places to build bike paths. A user installs the app

1.4B:

Have You Seen
Vision Lately?
More than ever, Deltek is continuing to help ACEC member ﬁrms win business,
manage projects, control costs and increase proﬁtability!
Leading engineering ﬁrms trust Deltek Vision to run their businesses.
Today, Deltek’s innovations are enabling your organization to accomplish
more, faster. If you haven’t seen Vision lately, it’s time to take a look.
 K^h^dc," delivering even more project-focused capabilities
 K^h^dcIdjX]BdW^aZ6eea^XVi^dch" empowering the mobile workforce to do their job
from anywhere
 K^h^dcCVk^\Vidg¸ a powerful new tool for project managers, giving them better insight
and control on their projects (even on tablet devices)
 K^h^dc:hhZci^Vah¸ for ﬁrms looking to change the way they look at IT, Vision is now
available in the Cloud

How can your ﬁrm accomplish more in 2013?
Learn more at YZaiZ`#Xdb$VXZX

FIND
YOUR NEXT ENGINEER on
ACEC’s Job Board . . .

Since the ACEC Job Board’s inception in
August of 2005, over 2,750 member ﬁrms
have posted job openings and more than
27,000 job seekers have posted resumes.
Find your next new hire at:
where today’s engineering job seekers go to
ﬁnd their next jobs.

www.acec.org/jobbank/index.cfm

Get More Out of Your Mobile Network
5 tips for optimizing your business infrastructure for the
bring-your-own-device movement

I

t’s one of the hottest trends in small business. The bringyour-own-device, or BYOD, movement encourages employees to use their own mobile devices on the company’s
private network.
Firms save on hardware costs by taking advantage of the
increasingly powerful mobile computing devices—think smartphones and tablets—that their employees carry around with
them every day.
But the practice is not without its challenges. To run a
successful BYOD program, firms have to ensure their existing technology infrastructure is secure and robust enough to
handle the spike in traffic that comes with an influx of personal mobile devices.
So, what’s the best way to ready your firm’s network for
its first foray into BYOD? Forbes recently published these five
recommendations for IT administrators:
1. Make sure all devices are password protected.
2. Do not store important corporate information on devices
locally.
3. Back up all servers and devices often.
4. Allow applications to be downloaded from the Internet
only if you can verify that the information is trustworthy
and will not harm your network.
5. Make sure all mobile devices, personal or company-owned,
can be remotely wiped if they are compromised, lost or
stolen.

on his device, starts the app while biking and then uploads the
route when he arrives at his destination. The GPS information
recorded on the route is then uploaded and analyzed using GIS
tools.
It’s Not Plug and Play

While engineering firms can benefit from adopting mobile
devices, executives and IT professionals say ease of use comes
with its share of integration and network challenges—the first of
which is determining how the technology will better help meet
the organization’s goals.
“Firms need to make a company decision on whether or not
to issue mobile devices,” Schafer says. “Questions they need
to ask are, ‘How do mobile devices fit into our business?’ and
‘Who needs them and why?’ ”
They need to set policies around how corporate-owned
devices will be deployed and managed, and how employeeowned devices can be used for work purposes, Anders says.
“A lot of firms struggle with bring-your-own-device issues,”
such as how to keep business data safe on devices owned by
employees and determining who should be able to access which
applications on the network, Anders says. He recommends
mobile device management, or MDM, solutions to help provide
36
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Is your technology
investment keeping pace?

,I\RXUFXUUHQWYHQGRUVFDQ¶W²RUZRQ¶W²¿OOWKHJDSVLQIXQFWLRQDOLW\
RU LQ VHUYLFH LW¶V WLPH WR ¿QG D VROXWLRQ WKDW FDQ PHHW DOO RI \RXU
RUJDQL]DWLRQ¶VUHTXLUHPHQWV Now more than ever, businesses need an
advantage over the competition, whether your focus is improving customer
VHUYLFHRU¿QHWXQLQJ\RXUERWWRPOLQH
*HR6SHF6\VWHPVDQG0LFURVRIWVROXWLRQVFDQKHOS\RXGRMXVWWKDWE\SURYLGLQJVXSSRUWIRULQGXVWU\
VSHFL¿FDQGRSHUDWLRQDOGHPDQGVDFURVV\RXUHQWHUSULVH*RWRZZZJHRVSHFV\VWHPVFRPWRGRZQORDG
GeoSpec’s whitepaper discussing the 7RS  :DUQLQJ 6LJQV DQG D VHOIDVVHVVPHQW WR VHH LI \RXU
V\VWHPVDUHNHHSLQJSDFH

Microsoft Business Solutions for AEC Professionals

855-GEO-4244
www.geospecsystems.com
info@geospecsystems.com
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the needed security, particularly related to accessing corporate
data on the network.
To help ensure secure use of mobile devices, VHB created
a policy governing the use of company-owned and employeeowned devices. Employees using mobile devices must sign an
agreement stating that they will abide by the policy, which covers using passwords for network access, abiding by rules about
types of company data that can be shared, using a secure PIN to
access the devices, and permitting the firm to conduct remote
data wipes of devices that are lost or stolen.
Personal employee devices used on the company’s network
also must comply.
“If you choose to connect your device to the company’s network, we will enforce the policy,” Bosworth says. Though, he
admits, given the rapid pace of technological change, it’s a challenge to keep these policies up to date.
“We’re still probably in a reactionary mode in some ways,
given the rate at which these apps are coming out,” Bosworth
says. “People want to do this and that with their iPhones or
tablets. It’s really difficult to enforce strict policies around something like Dropbox (a cloud-based file-hosting service). If someone wants to install that on their device, there’s not a lot we can
do at this point.”
Another challenge: keeping up with new and upgraded operating systems and ensuring that many different kinds of applications and devices will work well together on the firm’s existing
network.
“Firms need to find the right apps and stick with them across
all projects,” Schafer says. “This can be challenging with dozens
of appropriate apps available. It takes solid research to ensure
you are selecting something that can work across all types of jobs
and will be embraced by the staff.”
One suggestion is to use a mobile offshoot of a more established desktop portfolio, such as Windows. “If people see an app
as an extension of what they already know and trust, they will
quickly embrace the mobile technology as an extension of that
trust,” Schafer says.
Some firms go with one mobile platform, such as Android,
iOS, BlackBerry or Windows. But Anders says this approach is
difficult to regulate, especially in environments where employees
are using their own devices on the corporate network.
Yet another challenge is training staff to use handheld technologies safely on job sites, Anders says. For example, when
someone is operating machinery or driving to and from a site,
they should be directed to use only hands-free devices.
Despite these and other obstacles, industry watchers say the
growth of mobile devices in business will continue, especially as
younger employees, many of whom grew up with the technology, enter the profession.
“Professionals of all types are using mobile devices constantly,
blurring the lines between work and off-work hours,” Schafer
says. “This is especially true as baby boomers retire. The generations taking over these roles are heavy consumers of mobile
technology.”
Is your firm ready? ■
Bob Violino is a business and technology writer based in
Massapequa Park, N.Y.

Guest Column

By James R. Coughlin

Know Your Negotiating Strategy Before
Signing a Personal Guarantee for a Loan

E

ngineering firm partners are likely familiar with
personal guarantees (PGs), which banks almost always
require borrowers to sign to secure a commercial loan.
Enter into these agreements with confidence by following
these five steps.

1. Know What Level
of Risk You Can Accept

2. Define Your
Terms In Advance
Consider these important factors with
your accountant, attorney and/or business
partner(s) and know the answers before
entering a bank:
• Would you be willing to pay a higher
interest rate in exchange for no PG or a
limited PG?

3. Maintain Control
Mention the PG up front with your
lender. Most banks will want to first negotiate the terms of the loan and then the
PG. Be clear about not wanting to sign a
PG, and then tie the PG conversation to
the discussion of other key loan conditions
such as amount, term, interest rate and
covenants.
Ask why the lender wants a PG so
you can address their specific concerns

MELISSA SCHEETZ/GETTY IMAGES

This will greatly affect the amount and
type of your loan. Your adviser should
evaluate the business’s liquidation value,
taking into account any existing liens and
the priority of repayment in case of bankruptcy. This is the value of your business
should a PG be called.
Next, consider how much you can personally risk on the loan, including your
equity stake. The equation should be: business liquidation value + acceptable personal

risk > personal guarantee. This tells you the
maximum that you’re personally willing to
risk under the terms of a guarantee.

• Would you consider borrowing less
money?
• Would you be willing to put up a
higher compensating balance (meaning
a higher interest rate)?
• Would you consider a shorter loan
maturity date (meaning higher monthly
payments)?
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directly, rather than through a blanket
guarantee. Find out how big a business
needs to be to avoid one. While many
banks have a general policy of requiring
PGs to make sure the owner is tied to
the business, knowing their specific concerns will put you in a better negotiation
position.

4. Negotiate the Terms
• Banks will always want an unconditional/unlimited guarantee. Request
that the amount of the PG be limited
either by the actual dollar amount or by
a percentage of the outstanding loan. If
there are multiple owners, seek to limit
the amount of exposure by the percentage each owns. Also, ask to be relieved
of the PG after a certain percentage of
the loan has been repaid.
• Lenders typically require personal financial information on at least an annual
basis. Negotiate who will need to report
their personal finances, how often and
exactly what is required. Avoid the
standard personal financial information
for a loan, which gives the bank a road
map to your personal assets. Have your
accountant draft a personal financial
statement with the minimum acceptable
disclosure.
• Suggest the PG be reduced as a key
financial metric improves (e.g., debt-toequity ratio).
• Structure when the PG would go into
effect, based on things like the number
of loan payments missed, the amount
of working capital or the net worth of
the business falling below a specified
amount.
• Consider business days versus actual
days to give yourself more reporting
time.
• Negotiate for the terms of the PG to
change over time (i.e., an amount or
percentage decrease after five years of
spotless payment of the loan).

5. Set Limits on the PG
• Ask to limit who will guarantee the
obligation. If there are multiple partners, try to avoid a “joint and several”
PG. Push for an indemnification
guarantee.
• Suggest that each partner carry a percentage of the guarantee rather than
each carrying 100 percent; state laws
may vary on the ability to do this.

• Limit the scope and collateral of the
PG by “carving out” assets such as your
primary residence or your stock in the
business.
• Don’t agree to a spouse as a co-signer on
the PG. This will ensure that personal
assets under the spouse’s name won’t be
subject to seizure.
While you won’t get all these limitations, you’ll often be able to improve the
terms. The health of your business, your
credit record and the strength of your
relationship with your lender can impact
negotiations. The lender’s current portfolio, their experience in your industry or
local market, and other factors can also
influence the ultimate decision. However,
even when you can only make modest
improvements, negotiating the PG at the
same time as the loan can get you better
loan terms and conditions.

Consider Insurance
The ability to insure your PG may
influence your decisions as you balance
improvements in the loan terms with
modifications to the guarantee agreement.
Personal Guarantee Insurance, or PGI,
protects you and a portion of your assets,
limiting your personal risk to a more
palatable level. PGI will cover up to 70
percent of your net payment—meaning
what is paid after accounting for business
liquidation—depending on the coverage
purchased and the terms of the policy.
As personal and business conditions
evolve, especially if financial performance
improves or there is increased collateral,
reopen discussions with the lender over
terms and conditions of your loan and
your guarantee.
While it may be impossible for engineering partners to completely escape a
PG, they do have options. Armed with
good advisers and a carefully planned
approach, you can negotiate the terms
of your PG and loan together. In situations where negotiation isn’t enough
or improvements to the loan terms are
more valuable, guarantee insurance can
help improve your partner relationships
and allow you to focus on the business at
hand.
James R. Coughlin is chief underwriting
officer for Asterisk Financial, Inc.
He can be reached at
James.Coughlin@asteriskfinancial.com.

PG Basics

What You Need to
Know to Get Started

A

signed personal guarantee
(PG) allows the bank to go
after personal assets in a
default. Other events that
may trigger a PG include additional
borrowings, an asset sale, or a partner’s death or incapacitation. Sometimes the lender can obtain additional
collateral on demand if they deem the
loan under-secured.
The process of PG demand and
collection can seem aggressive and
inequitable. For instance, in “joint and
several” partnership situations, banks
can pursue any partner for up to 100
percent of the outstanding liability
regardless of ownership stake. Because
they’ll invariably pursue those with the
largest, most liquid assets, those individuals are at greater risk. Additionally,
incorporation does not prevent banks
from pursuing savings accounts and
homes via a PG.

Ownership Transitions and PGs
As with other businesses, changes
in ownership at an engineering firm
frequently involve PGs. Should a new
owner be unwilling to sign a PG, it
could scuttle a deal. Also, the bank may
refuse to release the guarantee of exiting owners.

Business Partnerships and PGs
When business partnerships expand,
PG terms may not seem equitable to
everyone. Say there are outstanding
loans that required the original partners to sign a PG. While the additional
partners dilute the equity stake of the
existing partners, the PG risk of that
original group remains constant. Why?
Because the original partners likely
have greater net worth and would be
pursued first by the bank.
A simple inequality of personal
assets or risk tolerance among partners can make for an uncomfortable
experience should the business run
into trouble.
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Denver Regional Transportation District Manages
Massive Infrastructure Development with Aconex

T

he Regional Transportation District (RTD) serving the
Denver, Colorado metropolitan area is in the middle of the
largest voter-approved transit system expansion in the U.S. The
FasTracks program, valued at $7.4 billion, includes the following
deliverables:

R5

R5
R5
R5
R5
R5
R5

R5

122 miles of new rail service
18 miles of bus rapid transit
57 new stations
31 new Park-n-Rides
21,000 new parking spaces
Redevelopment of Denver Union Station, an historic
landmark

The RTD FasTracks Program consists of 12 construction
projects. RTD Capital Programs comprises 25 smaller projects
for the maintenance and repair of existing infrastructure. The
multiparty teams for these projects include hundreds of individuals across dozens of organizations.
RTD Enterprise Records and Information Manager Brian Starck
said: “On a program as large as FasTracks, everyday tasks can
turn into major roadblocks if project teams spread across eight
counties and dozens of projects can’t collaborate effectively. We
knew that we needed a combination of good teamwork and great
document control practices to help us speed information transfer
and resolve common communication issues.”

R5

R5

/&.#*&5)(.,.5.3*- – general contractor, public-private
partnership (PPP) and design-build projects have different
contracts covering data ownership and workflow guidelines,
all of which need to be managed for each project and across
both programs.
)/'(.5)(.,)&5)..&(%-5(5/*&#.#)(5) 5Ŀ5),. –
project data from internal document management systems
and contractors needs to be collected and published separately for access by appropriate members of the project team.
#Ŀ5,(.5)/'(.5)(.,)&5*,)--- – each organization
on each project tends to follow a different process in sharing
documents and other project information, which impacts
workflows and may affect schedules.
( ),'.#)(5-#&)- – as a result of document control process
differences and bottlenecks, project data can remain ‘siloed’
within the internal systems of different parties rather than
shared with the teams as needed.

RTD met these challenges by deploying the Aconex Online
Collaboration Platform to capture all data for the FasTracks and
Capital Programs projects.

Secure, Central Repository for Project Data

Project Information Challenges
With so many teams on so many projects, RTD and its teams
faced a number of process and information management challenges at the outset:
R5

R5

#&5,.(.#)( – requirements vary by department and file
type, and files for each project must be retained within each
organization.
/(#(!5,),- – multiple public and private funding
sources require up-to-date records for each project.

On RTD’s selection of Aconex, FasTracks/Capital Programs
Document Control Manager Lisa Vallejo-Dorrance said: “With
these large programs, it requires cooperation from municipalities
and agencies and all the key stakeholders. Cooperation requires
collaboration, and Aconex provides us with that.”
The Aconex platform enables the RTD project team to capture and manage all project data in one secure, neutral location.
Built-in workflows automate essential processes such as review
and approval, with an audit trail to manage version control and
accountability. Using the Aconex system as a central repository
for documents and correspondence allows project team members
from different organizations to collaborate with each other while

ADVERTISEMENT

maintaining their preferred internal processes and controlling
their own information. As a result, RTD maintains control of all
aspects of the projects.
Estimated project gains through the use of Aconex
online collaboration platform
1.69%

0.42%
0.23%
0.12%

Reduce
Boost
Accelerate
direct costs productivity competition

Avoid
disputes

Reduce
reworks

The Aconex platform saves RTD document controllers significant amounts of time that would have been spent in collecting
project documentation and distributing it to other team members. Faster document management – combined with the ability
to grant data distribution rights to team members – accelerates
project ramp-up across FasTracks and Capital Programs.
Lisa Vallejo-Dorrance commented: “On the Eagle P3 project,
we were able to implement Aconex not only for RTD, but also
for the entire concessionaire team and all the stakeholders within
four weeks…and that was crucial. We were able to start loading documents right after the contract was awarded. Everybody
jumped on board, and we were up and running in no time.

0.90%

0.02%

Results and ROI

Estimated
total gains

“Formerly, we had to have three document controllers to support only a medium size project. With Aconex, we are going to
support over 40 projects with a staff of nine. And that is huge in
terms of cost savings. Aconex is allowing RTD to lead one of the
most innovative projects in the country.” 

Total cost savings measured: $1,160,000 over the next 3 years.

Lisa Vallejo-Dorrance continued: “Our constant goal in the
implementation of the FasTracks program is to maximize the
value of every dollar spent. An online collaboration platform
should save the program significant time and resources, helping
us to reach our milestones faster and more efficiently, and hopefully providing better risk management and the highest levels of
build quality and program transparency.”

In Sept. 2011 RTD was awarded the “Best Team Award” from
Constructech Magazine for use of Aconex on RTD FasTracks projects.

South America
North America
Asia Pacific
Europe
Middle East
Africa
aconex.com

Your projects have always been about collaboration – it’s what gets engineering
and construction work done. But unlike email, spreadsheets and file sharing sites,
an online collaboration platform like Aconex is collaboration done right. For your
projects, it means all documents, correspondence and business can be managed
in one agreed and consistent way.
Like you, Aconex works on delivering major projects every day. We’re the world’s
most widely used project collaboration platform, proven on 12,000 projects
worldwide so far.
From energy and resources projects, to the expansion of the Panama Canal,
to RTD Denver’s multi-modal transit program, to highways, railways, hospitals
and schools, we help owners, engineering firms and project managers to deliver
projects on time and within budget, improving returns and reducing risk.
Aconex is pleased to participate in the ACEC 2013 Annual Convention and invites
you to join our “Big Data is Everywhere” presentation at the CIO/CFO
Council Symposium Luncheon on Tuesday, April 23, 2013 from 12 to 2pm.

Business Insights
Deltek-ACEC Study Shows
Steadily Improving Financial
Picture for Firms
The 2012 Deltek Clarity Architecture & Engineering Study, undertaken in collaboration with ACEC, revealed that A/E firms overall are experiencing improved profitability even in a slow-growing
economy.
The study compares 2012 data on the four most important
operating metrics for A/E firms: net labor multiplier, utilization
rate, overhead rate and operating profit rate. More than 200 U.S.
and Canadian A/E firms participated in this year’s study, the 34th
edition.
The net labor multiplier, a measure of markup on labor costs,
has been relatively flat over the past three years among surveyed
firms, fluctuating between 2.85 and 2.95.
The utilization rate (also known as chargeability), which measures the percentage of total staff labor charged to projects, rose in
2012 from 58.3 percent to 59.9 percent and now is up more than
5 percentage points since bottoming out two years ago. Yet, it still
has room for improvement—it was at 63 percent in 2004.
The overhead rate dropped by more than 10 percentage
points last year from its peak in 2011. Overhead is now at the
lowest rate since the recession began. The key drivers here are
increasing utilization, which decreases labor charged to overhead,
and a continued focus on cost control. The overhead rate is calculated by dividing total overhead (before distributions) by total
direct labor expense.
After reaching a decade low in 2009 at 8.35 percent, operating
profit rates continued to rise steadily to 10.13 percent last year.

Profitability Performance Trends
2010

2011

2012

Net Labor Multiplier

2.85

2.95

2.91

Utilization Rate

54.5%

58.3%

59.9%

Overhead Rate

165.0%

172.5%

161.6%

Operating Profit Rate

9.10%

9.26%

10.13%

surveyors to use in the daily running of their businesses.
In addition, COPS has released two more products. Baseline
6-4: Note to Property Owners will help firms explain why a survey is being done and make it easier to request information that
may help, such as maps and/or personal knowledge. Baseline 2-4:
Site Specific Safety Analysis identifies health and safety issues
and lists relevant procedures for project personnel to follow on a
per-site/per-project basis. The analysis gives all personnel a place to
communicate health and safety concerns and allows for documentation of proactive remediation. All of the COPSdeveloped products are available at www.acec.org/bookstore.

Engineers Explain Complex
Technical Issues in Judicial
Proceedings
Experts are vitally important to American jurisprudence. They
not only review and evaluate complex technical issues, but
explain them in simpler terms to juries/triers of fact. Hundreds
of engineers have been trained over the last four years in the
fine art of providing effective legal testimony through ACEC’s
Expert Witness Program. Though
many may think the training focuses
on what to do when being crossexamined by the opposing attorney,
Leverage Your Engineering Expertise
the bulk of the information covers
what occurs outside of the courtroom during discovery, depositions
and writing reports.
Become a Confident Engineering
Expert Witness takes attendees stepby-step through the ramifications
and expectations of serving as an
E
11 PDH !
expert witness. The course is for
engineers, architects and surveyors
interested in gaining recognition as an expert witness or adding
this to their client services. The next day-and-a-half course is June
20–21 in Chicago.
For the complete course outline and to register, visit http://
www.acec.org/education/eventDetails.cfm?eventID=1420.
June 20-21, 2013 • Chicago IL

Become a Conﬁdent Engineering Expert Witness
Developed exclusively for Professional Engineers, Architects and Surveyors

• Build Professional Reputation

• Expand Personal Opportunities
• Enhance Service Value

This unique 1-1/2 day intensive program will help
you increase the value of your expert testimony—
in and out of the courtroom
ARN

AND

Source: 2012 Deltek Clarity A&E Study

COPS Provides 7 Baselines
For Business Practices
Business management and safety risks are critical concerns for surveying firms. To address these issues, the Council of Professional
Surveyors (COPS) created Seven Baselines of Business Practices.
The seven baselines are (1) culture, (2) planning, (3) education, (4) contract documents, (5) policy and procedures, (6)
communications and correspondence, and (7) technical tools and
documents. Each includes worksheets and sample documents for
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CERTIFICATE OF COMPLETION

The ACEC Institute for Business Management provides
comprehensive and accessible business management education
for engineering company principals and their staffs.
Visit ACEC’s online educational events calendar at
www.acec.org/calendar/index.cfm or bookstore at
www.acec.org/publications, or call 202-347-7474, ext. 338,
for further information.

This Forum will bring A/E/C, Environmental Consulting, and Government Programs ﬁrm
leaders together to discuss capital and merger & acquisition strategies and opportunities
that ﬁrms can utilize in today’s market as they continue to build value in their businesses.
DR. BARRY ASMUS

WEDNESDAY DINNER
“Distilling the Current Economic
Issues Impacting Your Business”
Senior Economist with the
National Center for Policy Analysis

SESSIONS INCLUDE
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t $PSQPSBUF'JOBODF0QQPSUVOJUJFT 4USBUFHJFT5FDIOJRVFT6TJOH&401T
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WILLIAM C. (BILL) SIEGEL, P.E.
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TUESDAY BREAKFAST
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BCPVUUIF&/3TJODF

“Adapt or Perish”
President and CEO, Kleinfelder

t &YJU*O"-BXGVM.BOOFS5IF-FHBM4JEFPG&YJU4USBUFHJFT
t /BWJHBUJOH*OUFSOBM5SBOTJUJPO4USBUFHJFT)PX$BO:PV4UBZ
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ALAN KRUSI

TUESDAY LUNCHEON

t 0SHBOJD(SPXUI5BYBOE"DDPVOUJOH$POTJEFSBUJPOT
UP3FDBQJUBMJ[FBOE(SPX:PVS#VTJOFTT

“M&A Matchmaking:
Choosing the Best Partner”
President, Strategic Development,
AECOM

MIKE BARNICLE

WEDNESDAY LUNCHEON
“The Price of Politics Today”
Veteran print and broadcast journalist,
radio personality and social and political
commentator

IRON CHEF CHICAGO
5)&$)011*/(#-0$,]$)*$"(0 *5FBNTXJMMDPMMBCPSBUFXJUIBQSPGFTTJPOBMDIFG
UPDPNQFUFGPSUIFDPWFUFEUJUMFPG*SPO$IFG
"GUFSXBSET XFXJMMBMMFOKPZUIFNFBMTDSFBUFE
EVENT SPONSORS

Matheson Financial Advisors, Inc.

Celebrating a Decade in Business!
A/E/C-Focused Expertise
Business Valuation
Ownership Transition
M&A Advisory
ESOPs

For more information, please visit
www.mathesonadvisors.com
or call 703-992-8390.

Members in the News
On The Move

Anniversary
T. Baker Smith Celebrates 100th Anniversary

Dan Meckes was named chairman and CEO of Crawford,
Murphy & Tilly, Inc., of Spring-

Schnabel Engineering in Glen
Allen, Va., promoted Walter
Rabe to executive vice president.

field, Ill. He succeeds Brian
Whiston, who recently retired
after 41 years. Meckes, who is
based at the firm’s St. Louis,
Mo., office, will retain his role as
president. He is also secretary/
treasurer for ACEC/Missouri.

Rabe is based at the firm’s Sterling, Va., office.

Atkins named Joe Boyer

CEO of its North American
region, succeeding Maj. Gen. L.
Dean Fox, USAF (Ret.). Boyer
is based at the firm’s Austin,
Texas, office.
ARCADIS COO Gary Coates

will succeed Steven Blake, who
will retire June 1, as CEO of
ARCADIS U.S., in Highlands
Ranch, Colo. Zack Smith,
chief strategy and sales officer
for ARCADIS U.S., was nominated to assume Blake’s post on
the ARCADIS executive board.
If approved, Smith would also
assume responsibility for the
firm’s Latin America business.

Timothy B. Wall, COO of CDM
Smith, was promoted to presi-

dent. He is based at the firm’s
Cambridge, Mass., headquarters.
Kansas City, Mo.-based HNTB
Corporation named Philip
Petrocelli president of the firm’s
West Division, where he will
oversee infrastructure programs
in growth markets, including
rail/transit, tolling and aviation.
He will be based at the firm’s
Irvine, Calif., office.
Los Angeles-based AECOM
Technology Corporation
appointed Andrew D. Peters
senior vice president and chief
safety officer. Peters, who will
lead the company’s worldwide
Safety, Health and Environment organization, is based at
AECOM’s New York City office.

O

ne hundred years and three generations of Smith family
leadership has helped T. Baker Smith grow into an ENR
Top 500 firm with
more than 300 employees.
Starting his firm in 1913 as
a one-man surveying and civil
engineering operation bearing
his name, T. Baker Smith initially helped design southeast
Louisiana’s early infrastructure
of roads, bridges and utilities
systems.
T. Baker’s son, Wm. Clifford Smith, succeeded him at
the firm in the early 1950s,
and Clifford’s son, Kenneth,
joined the firm in 1980; he
became president and CEO in
2001. “I am proud and honored to carry my grandfather
and father’s legacy into the next Three generations of Smith leadership
century,” says Kenneth Smith, (clockwise): T. Baker Smith, Wm. Clifford
Smith and Kenneth Wm. Smith
who is also ACEC/Louisiana
PAC Champion and a longtime
member of the ACEC/PAC Capitol Club.
In 2002, Kenneth led a company expansion that added T. Baker
Smith offices in Houston, along with Thibodaux, Lafayette, and
Baton Rouge, La. The firm more recently opened offices in Shreveport, La., and San Antonio.

Awards
At Pennoni Associates’ 2013 Ellipse Awards Ceremony (from left): Pennoni
Founder and Chairman C.R. “Chuck” Pennoni, former Pennsylvania Governor
Ed Rendell, Congressman Bill Shuster (R-Pa.), former Congressman Bud
Shuster (honoree) and ACEC President Dave Raymond

Dan Meckes

Joe Boyer

Gary Coates

Walter Rabe

Timothy B. Wall

Philip Petrocelli
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Members in the News
Welcome New Member Firms
ACEC/Alabama

ACEC/Indiana

G. W. Jones & Sons Consulting
Engineers, Huntsville
Sawgrass Consulting, LLC,

Certified Engineering, Inc.,

Indianapolis

Charles Crook Consulting,
Inc., Arlington
Charles Gojer and Associates,

Dallas

Theodore

Quality Environmental
Professionals, Inc.,

ACEC/Arkansas

Indianapolis

CivilCorp, LLC, Victoria
Cleary Zimmerman Engineers,

Myers-Beatty Engineering,
PLLC, Van Buren

ACEC/Louisiana

San Antonio

ACEC/California
Advanced Engineering &
Consulting, Canoga Park
Huffman Engineering and
Surveying, Santa Rosa
Parisi Transportation
Consulting, Mill Valley
Salontai Consulting Group,
LLC, Rancho Santa Fe

Industrial Engineering
Management, Inc.,

Baton Rouge
Principal Engineering, Inc.,

Mandeville
ACEC/Michigan
Ziemnick Foster Engineering,
LLC, Grand Ledge

ACEC/Mississippi

ACEC/Colorado

Covington Civil &
Environmental, LLC, Gulfport

ALTUS Environmental, LLC,

ACEC/New Jersey

Boulder
Jirsa Hedrick & Associates,
Inc., Greenwood Village
Leverington & Associates,
Inc., Pueblo

ACEC/Connecticut
Zuvic, Carr and Associates,

Rocky Hill
ACEC/Florida
CORE Engineering &
Construction, Inc.,

GEOD Consulting, Inc.,

Newfoundland
ACEC/New Mexico
ACES Engineering,

Farmington
Bridgers & Paxton Consulting
Engineers, Inc., Albuquerque
Coupland-Moran Engineers,
Inc., Albuquerque

ACEC/North Carolina

ACEC/Georgia

Davis & Floyd, Inc., Hickory
Harris Engineering, Charlotte
Stroud, Pence and Associates,
Ltd., Raleigh
Summit ECS, Inc., Raleigh
The John R. McAdams
Company, Inc., Durham

Browne and Company, LLC,

ACEC/Oklahoma

Winter Park
Ellis & Associates, Inc.,

Jacksonville
INTERA Incorporated,

Jacksonville

Macon
ACEC/Idaho

ASAG Energy, Oklahoma City
Mehlburger Brawley
Engineering, Tulsa

Triangle Consulting, LLC,

ACEC/Oregon

Facility Design Group, Smyrna

Osburn
Yanke Energy, Inc., Boise

Breshears/Thornton
Engineering Consultants, Ltd.,

ACEC/Illinois

Portland

Bowman Consulting Group,
Ltd., Chicago
C. C. Johnson & Malhotra,
P.C., Chicago
Chicago Testing Laboratory,

Landis Consulting, Salem

Warrenville
Edwards Engineering, Inc.,

Elk Grove Village
Geocon Professional Services,

Frankfort
Gonzalez Companies, LLC,

Belleville
Pearson, Brown & Associates,
Inc., Libertyville

Round Rock
Dale W. Caffey Consulting
Engineers, Inc., Carrollton
DeShazo Group, Inc., Dallas
Engineering Partners
International, LLC, Kingwood
Franklin Engineers and
Consultants, Pearland
Gupta & Associates, Inc.,

Corpus Christi

30

Health Care Reform—
Implications for Engineering
Firms (online seminar)

JUNE
4

Industry Economic Update:
Light at the End of the Tunnel?
(online seminar)

5

Ensuring Profitable Growth,
Developing Winning Strategies
for Solid, Measurable Results
(online seminar)

10

Mysteries of the FAR
Revealed—Using the AASHTO
Audit Guide: Course One,
Camp Hill, Pa.

11

From Ho-Hum to High
Impact: Proven Strategies for
Winning Project Interviews
and Effective Owner Debriefs
(online seminar)

18

If You Haven’t Planned It,
You Can’t Control It
(online seminar)

19

Left Brain, Right Brain: The
Art of Engineering Persuasion
(online seminar)

Dallas
Huckabee & Associates, Inc.,

Fort Worth
KSA Engineers, Inc., Longview
Leap Structures, PLLC, Austin
Morris Engineers, Inc.,

Tomball
Pinnacle Engineering, Inc.,

Houston
PKV Engineering, Houston
Republic Energy Operating,
LLC, Dallas
Spadafora Engineering,

Houston
Subsurface Technology, Inc.,

Houston
The Wallace Group, Inc., Waco
Zentech, Inc., Houston

ACEC/Vermont
Trinity Engineering &
Technical Services, Stamford

ACEC/Virginia
Rice Associates, Manassas
Williamsburg Environmental
Group, Inc., Williamsburg

ACEC/Wisconsin
GESTRA Engineering, Inc.,

Milwaukee
ACEC/Wyoming

Bass & Welsh Engineering,

Project Work Planning—
The Process of Planning
and Executing a Project
(online seminar)

Corpus Christi

Fulghum, MacIndoe, &
Associates, Inc., Knoxville

Dallas

29

Corsair Consulting, LLC,

Houle Enterprises, Oshkosh

5engineering, LLC, Houston
Baer Engineering &
Environmental Consulting,
Inc., Austin
Basharkhah Engineering, Inc.,

MAY

Core Engineering, LLC,

ACEC/Tennessee

ACEC/Texas

Calendar of Events

WH, LLC, dba Western
Heritage Consulting &
Engineering, Mills

20–21 Become a Confident
Engineering Expert Witness,
Chicago
25

Public-Private Partnerships:
Opportunities and Risk for
Consulting Engineers
(online seminar)

To sign up for ACEC online seminars,
go to www.acec.org/education.
Additional information on all ACEC
activities is available at
www.acec.org.
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Mergers and Acquisitions

BY M I C K M O R R I SS EY A N D N I C K B E L I TZ

Canadian Firms Become Enticing M&A Targets

P

rior to 2007, more than
three-quarters of all deals
annually in Canada
involved a Canadian buyer.
That percentage dropped to
just 61 percent in 2012 as nonCanadian firms scrambled to
enter hot Canadian energy and
natural resources markets.
As of mid-April, international
interest in Canadian engineering
firms was trending higher, with
four deals with Canadian sellers
split between domestic and international acquirers.
If your firm is interested in
entering the Canadian market
through acquisition, here are two
things to keep in mind:
1) Energy and independence
go together, just not the way
you think. In our experience,
many engineering firms that
support the energy sector rely
on contract or part-time staff.
These individuals are often
treated legally as separate businesses. Such arrangements give
employers flexibility to staff up
or down based on project needs.
Contract workers meanwhile are

2013 REPORTED M&A ACTIVITY
Firm Sales by State through May 1, 2013

WA
MT

an oil and gas company. Howand its subsidiaries from Firstever, the relative experience of a
Group. First Support Services
consulting engineering firm and
provides facility operations
its ability to generate revenue and
and maintenance services,
manage liability under an EPC
logistics support, transportacontract must be thoroughly vettion support and telecommuted. Buyers seeking consulting
nications operations services to
engineering firms should carethe U.S. government, includfully consider the extent to which
ing the U.S Air Force and
the procure/construct phases of a
U.S. Navy.
project are a strategic necessity or • On March 25, ACEC memeven possible in the event of an
ber MWH Global (Broomfield,
acquisition.
Colo.) announced its intent to
With its ample natural
purchase Outback Ecology
resources and specialized engi(Perth, Australia), a 75-person
neering practices, Canada will
environmental consultancy
continue to be a target for buyers
associated with the natural
inside and outside the country
resources and mining industry
looking to expand and complefor more than 20 years. ■
ment their engineering needs
through 2013.
o view the most up-to-date
and “live” versions of the
2) Consulting engineers
ACEC Deal Makers
M&A heat maps accompanying
who want to be an EPC. The
ACEC Member Firms are
this article, as well as the buyers
engineer-procure-construct
increasingly enhancing their
and sellers in each state, go to
(EPC) business model is attracbusinesses through mergers
www.morrisseygoodale.com.
tive to many Canadian engineer- and acquisitions to better serve
Mick Morrissey is managing prining firms supporting mineral
clients, access new markets and
cipal of Morrissey Goodale LLC, a
extraction because an EPC plat- improve performance. Here are
strategy, M&A and human capital
form allows a firm to capture a
just a few of the recent ACEC
solutions firm serving the A/E/C
greater portion of the value chain deal makers:
industry. He can be reached at
of a large capital investment by
• On April 1, ACEC member
mmorrissey@morrisseygoodale.com.
and 850-person consultStates by Total Activity:
US vs Int’l Sellers:
Nick Belitz is principal consultant
ing firm GAI Consultants
Total US Sellers
65
21 or more Transactions
of Morrissey Goodale’s Denver office
16 to 20 Transactions
Total Int’l SellersTotal Int’l30
16 to 20 Transactions
Sellers
30
(Homestead,
Pa.) finalized
11 to 15 Transactions
11 to 15 Transactions
US Sellers to Int’lUSFirms
Sellers 6
to Int’l Firms
6
and can be reached at nbelitz@
6 to 10 Transactions
6 to 10 Transactions
Int’l Sellers to USInt’l
Firms
6
Sellers to US Firms its
6 acquisition of 50-person
1 to 5 Transactions
1 to 5 Transactions
No Transactions
morrisseygoodale.com.
No Transactions
Crispell-Snyder, Inc. (Lake
Geneva, Wis.), also an
ACEC member. The acqui- Watch the M&A Takeaway
video that accompanies
sition will enhance GAI’s
local government, transpor- this article, presented
by Mick Morrissey, at
tation, real estate and energy
www.morrisseygoodale.
market capabilities in the
com/ACECMergers/
Midwest, while expanding the
firm’s geographic presence and MayJune2013
resources in Wisconsin.
• On March 8, ACEC member
and industry leader Parsons
(Pasadena, Calif.) announced
its acquisition of First Support Services, Inc. (Dallas)

T

ME

ND

1

able to hedge the risk associated
with a single employer or project
while better managing annual
income taxes. This scenario
often presents challenges for an
acquirer, as a long-time contractor likely maintains extensive
client relationships and the buyer
has little certainty the contractors will remain post-transaction.
Owners of a selling organization
heavily dependent on contract
staff may have effectively inflated
their profitability by being
spared the expenses of payroll
and other costs associated with
regular employees. Acquisitions
of contractor-dependent firms
are possible but require greater
due diligence and acceptance of
additional risk by the buyer.
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NJ 1
MD
DE 1
DE
DC
MD 1

VA

MO

KS

AZ

PA

2

3

OH

5

UT

HI
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A Structurally Sound Retirement
Foundation is…

Flexible
Having the ability to make adjustments along the way makes us a good partner. The ACEC
5HWLUHPHQW7UXVWSURYLGHVLWVPHPEHUVZLWKÀH[LEOHUHWLUHPHQWSURJUDPV:HZLOODQDO\]H\RXU
FXUUHQWSURJUDPDQGFXVWRPL]HDSURJUDPWR¿W\RXUVSHFL¿FQHHGVLQFOXGLQJ6DIH+DUERU7LHUHG
3UR¿W6KDULQJ 1HZ&RPSDUDELOLW\ DQG5RWKN,QDGGLWLRQWKH$&(&5HWLUHPHQW7UXVWRIIHUV
FXVWRPL]HGHPSOR\HHHGXFDWLRQDQGDGLYHUVL¿HGORZFRVWLQYHVWPHQWOLQHXSZLWKIXQGIDPLOLHVVXFK
DV$PHULFDQ)XQGV9DQJXDUG3,0&2,19(62$OOLDQ]&ROXPELD)XQGVDQGPRUH

Partner with the ACEC Retirement Trust today. Our members experience
PHDVXUDEOHFRVWVDYLQJVUHGXFHGOLDELOLW\H[SDQGHG¿GXFLDU\RYHUVLJKWDQG
increased productivity. Delegate your retirement program’s management to the
ACEC Retirement Trust, so you can focus on what you do best—Engineering. For
more information on how we can help you:

9LVLWZZZDFHFUWFRP| (PDLO1DQF\%DUUHWWH#ZHOOVIDUJRDGYLVRUVFRP
&DOO  

Membership
Delivers Savings
ACEC members may save
up to 12%* on their annual
health insurance premiums.
What if you could pay less for health insurance?
Your firm may be eligible for favorable rates
through the ACEC Life/Health Trust insured by
UnitedHealthcare.
As an ACEC member, you may benefit from:
tOutstanding service — You’ll have a customer
care team dedicated to your account.
tA broad network — 98% of the U.S. population
has local access to a UnitedHealthcare provider.**
tYour choice of broker — There’s no need to
switch agents.
tStreamlined administration — Moving from
your current health plan is surprisingly simple.
Learn how your engineering firm may pay less for
health care coverage with the ACEC Life/Health Trust
insured by UnitedHealthcare.

12%
savings

*

on health plan
premiums

Call 1-877-265-3919, or visit
uhctogether.com/acec4 for more
information and to download a
complimentary copy of our white paper.

The American Council of Engineering Companies (ACEC), the ACEC Life/Health
Insurance Trust and UnitedHealthcare Insurance Company are three separate
legal operating entities and, as such, the organizations are governed and function
independently. UnitedHealthcare’s services are provided with the authorization of
the ACEC Life/Health Trust. Questions related to health benefits offered through the
Life/Health Trust should be directed to 1-800-573-0415. HMO products don’t apply.
ACEC membership qualification is determined by the association.
*Potential 12% savings on annual premiums for businesses with 2-99 employees,
as compared to UnitedHealthcare products sold outside the ACEC Life/Health Trust.
**Network statistic based on GeoAccess information and UnitedHealthcare
standard network access mileage criteria, 2010.
©2013 United HealthCare Services, Inc. Insurance coverage provided by or
through UnitedHealthcare Insurance Company or its affiliates.

Insured and serviced by:

UHCEW627877-000

